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schedule are treated in the report .villi
secretary has been in olliee but a few
HOUSE TABLES
considerable comment. Pig Iron, fer-imonths and from the nature of things,
manganese, and other predicts
COMMITTEE
lie can have become familiar with all
were placed on the free list by the
of the responsibilities of his great!
RESOLUTION
committee, and the report savs.
'position.
"The house bill places iron ore upon
"If he had resigned as secretary.
the frpe list, niaiulv because it wa
Washington, D. C July IS. There
giving as his reason that lie could nol
whs no flow of oratory on the general
found that the domestic
supply of
live on his salary and by inference
Mo
subject of the
jiron ore was largely controlled by the
that he owed a higher duty to his
nab embroglio In California today in
Tufted Slates steel corporation' and
desire for wealth than he did to pub-- j
TO-DA- Y
the house.
for the purpose of aiding tile indepen
He service, there would
have been
in
dent iron and steel manufacturers
Although there had been ;i genera
less reason for public complaint, but
their competition with this monopoly."
understanding that Cnminetti was to
to hold Ins ofhee and draw the full
DEMOCRATIC
lor only a part of the time he
MEASURE
Owing to a death In his family, the OFFICIAL ANNOUNCEMENT IS MADE lie open for general discussion today DEMOCRATS BY VOTE OF
CONTAINS
salary
TO
24
49
and a half dozen members hud pre
si ootid within a few weeks, Senator
rendered service is in niy judgment. INSIDE STORY OF CANNON'S BOOM
AVERAGE REDUCTION OF 27.64 Simmons did not make his opening
pared
speeches.
Representatives
THE
THAT
ADMINISTRATION'S
RESO- - improper and inexcusable."
DISPOSE
OF BRISTOW'S
FOR CONGRESS
AND CONGRESor leunessee curried a motion
Hyrnt-As the vote was antwmnrert
mntm
speech lor the majority as he had
PER CENT. FROM RATES OF PRESto
Kahu
resothe
POLICY
lay
TOWARDS
i
mocatic
MEXICO
TO
investigation
WILL
LUTION
BRYAN'S
RAISE
will
tomorrow.
but
planned,
SIONAL CAMPAIGN NOW
speak
ON IN
lution on the table without debate,
Republicans at a conference agreed
ENT
LAW.
In''
NOT BE CHANGED.
ARY SO HE WOULD NOT HAVE TO
of
all
the
votDemocrats
practically
NEW
JERSEY
DETAILED BY THE
that whenever a Republican senator
ing to close the discussion.
'convince the American people that a'
e'esired a record vote on an amendLECTURE TO PAY EXPENSES.
WITNESS.
isLeader
.Mann
later
Republican
secretary of state may neglect the'
ment the minority should stand by his
BILL ANALYZED BY
sued a statement charging that, the
FELIX DIAZ IS
.duties of liis otlice for three months
if quest.
resolution was dropped by the Demoml a year."
The income tax section was atSIMMONS' REPORT
Vice President Marshall ruled
NEW JERSEY MAN
PRACTICALLY EXIELD crats in the house at the instigation BRISTOW ANHSHURST
tacked by Senator Root, on the ground
of Attorney General M ('Reynolds.
Bristow out of order.
that it would be impossible to enforce
HAVE A LIVELY TILT
"It would be just as reasonable foi
WANTS TO REPLY
it. against incomes received between
Washington, D. C, July 18. An
D. C,
18.
It was
;the attorney general to take three
Washington,
July
1, 1913, and the date the bill
March
SOCORRO
HAS
months of a year to practice law.'
average reduction of 27.R4 percent un- becomes law. He offered an amend- again authoritatively stated iliat the
D. C, July
IS. The ishouted Senator Bristow, who refused
Washington,
der the rates of the existing
EARTHQUAKE
D. C, July
How
Washington,
ment to make the tax apply only aft- attitude of the administration will
Democrats today succeeded in to ue "hut out.
the National Association of Manufac
tariff law is proposed by the er the next tariff becomes effective. remain unchanged
Mexico.
"1 think there is a condition before turers
regarding
proposed to concentrate its en- the absence of
tabling Senator Bristow's resolution
tar- Senator Stone in
Democratic Underwood-Simmon- s
In response to Consul Hamm's re' ""inanu tue lergies for the
of former
aimed al Secretary Bryan's proposed!"':
iff bill upon which the senate began Chairman Simmons said the commitauenuon or congress and the adminis- - (Sneaker Cannon In the 19DS csirmaign
..my i.v- -ai
ocuiio,
six weeks' lecture tour,
tee would give careful consideration quest for protection for Americans In
" '" i'uwerwas described in one of tho lirst Mtil- general debate today, according to the to the amendment.
the Durango district, the state depart- this morning, an earthquake shock
The resolution would have called 0111
"Are you really apprehensive," in- hall letters brought before li 1 senate
rocked buildings and shook dishes off President Wilson to advise the senate
report of the finance committee maA resolution for postponing consid- ment has demanded action from the
in houses but did no material wuat salary would be sufficient to keen terrupted Senator Vardaman, a Demo lobby committee today.
The letter
jority, submitted by Senator F. M. eration of the tariff act until Decem- Mexican federal authorities. The de
his is the first, earthquake Mr lirvan continuously at bis nost crat, "that the business of the state beiring on Cannon was written to
went
in
than
further
usual
damage.
Simmons..,
partment
ber, and for a national referendum
wlU
suffer because
air. .t'ulhall by Secretary Sclnvedtman of
the federal govern- felt here, just after the San Francisco and was prompted bv the secretary's idppilrtn,ent
that it
The report also shows that the bill, election on the bill in
November, was ment torequested
kryan is occasionally away?"
:be manufacturers, August 17, l.)0R.
earthnuake when a number of shocks r,t,ii,. unnm.nnnmo.it
as reported to the senate, provides Introduced
i,
dispatch troops from
ti.t
Senator
"U luis been Baid slnee tllis discus- by
Gallinger.
inhllirert tn
Tho committee
decided to imme- rates 4.22 percent lower than the Urn
hiu ,mv r,f i nan
Consul Hamm has previously were felt, some of which destroyed
Senator Sutherland introduced an reported foreigners,
Bam aenatoi
derwood bill as it passed the house
jjnstow diately hear S. W. McClave, Republi- of m ruber of buildings. Earth vaults in 'a year by lectures to meet his living!., ,
irrespective
111
"Parunent is Detter otrjCan candidate for congress in the
and that from it, together with other amendment to require goods placed nationality, being held by revolution- the mountains
ranges
nearby are expenses.
1,11 tne
secretary away than with him sixth New Jersey Dist rict, where a
government receipts for the fiscal in bonded warehouses to pay the ists for ransom in Durango. The given bv geologists as the cause of tht
Senators Poindexter iMid Borah vot- - "
believe if the secretary would special election hi to be held Tuesltd with the Democrats to table the n.ereyear ending June 30. 1914, tHere will rates of duty in force at the date of prisoners at one time included the t'isturbances.
Importation. He stated he was inform archbishop of Durango.
'
iRlve ,0
. resolution.
.
be an estimated surplus in the
r
The vote was 41 to 29.
?. Problems before him thejday.
ed that goods valued at $100,000,000
S'eai intellect, ne coma
Mulhall testified yesterday that he
went treasury of $2,020,000.
It was reiterated that the cabinet TUB l All im
The debate developed a sharp ex- - ;,",;cls UL
perform a great service to the coun- had run McClaves' campaign against
A salient feature of the bill, it is had been placed in the warehouses unanimously was in accord with the
7 111 WUIlUrtCOO Uhange between Senator Ashurst and1 try.
Whether subordinates In his de William Hughes in l&in. McClave topointed out, is the large Increase ol waiting for lower duties of the new president in waiting a return to stable
Bristow, when the former read a letter
partment are better fitted to attend day wired Senator Cummins he would
intended
show
Bristow
to
imports to be admitted free of duty. bill to become effective, by which he conditions
that
before extending recog
years
Senate.
to the duties than he, I don't know. '
leave Jersey City at noon and the
Tinder the house bill the value of frefl estimated the government would lose nitlon.
ago had expressed a wish to be an
Several officials stated that
Met at. noon.
Senator Fall suggested that if Sec- committee
decided to hear him as soon
listed Imports, on the basis of 1912. $35,000,000 in revenue.
Isthmian
with
Canal
commissioner,
(he cabinet had from the beginning
President submitted
nominations!
retary Bryan had remained at his post as he reached Washington.
Senator Stone asked that the amend- been of the opinion that the changing for confirmation,
the suggestion that he need not spend the
importations, was $103,000,000, wheresenate would have had an answer The cross examination of Mulhall on
at the Democrats of the senate in cau- ment be referred to the finance
conditions of Mexican politics warLobby investigating committee con much time "on the job
f t0 its resolutions of April 24, asking McClave yesterday aroused the ire of
cus, by sweeping changes, propose to
'Since I have been a niciiili
the "hands off" policy for some tinued to hear Martin M. Mulhall.
ranted
the amount of damages to victims the two Republican members of tho
free-lis- t
,',lt.
Imports valued at $147,367,-j,i,i ifor
time.
Democrats submitted report on tar-in- " tin
of Mexicatt trouMes'
at"
000.
committee, who declared it was an ata
'I
have
not
Ashurst,
finger
spent
authorized
bill showing an average reduction
the
Secretary Bryan
Upon the basis of ten months for CHINESE
tempt to play politics.
statement that he would cancel any cf 27.(11 per cent from existing rates. one dollar of the funds of the United
SITUATION
IS
the coming fiscal year, the report esSenator Reed questioned Mulhall
to carry telegrams to my conSlates
lecture
conwhich
would
engagement
House,
TRAINMEN
SEND
timates that the receipts from cusOUT
about his alleged relations with S. W.
as
has
nenator
the
from
stituents,
flict with the conferences he and the
Met at noon.
toms alone under the new bill will be
McClave In 190S when McClave was a
Arizona, many of which should have
IMPROVED
president, will have with Ambassador
been paid for by himself." '
$2(6,730,000; from income tax,
cendidate for congress in the Sixth
Wilson next year. Some of the memBULLETIN
New Jersey district against William
Senator Ashurst denied the charge
corporation tax, $37,000,000,
bers of the cabinet were not inclined ASK RECEIVER FOR THE
Internal revenue, including tax on FEWER
to
and dared
Bristow
absolutely,
Hughes, now junior senater from that
i
SOLDIERS ARE DESERTING NORTHto
think
action
would be taken
any
cotton futures of $3,000,000, $297,000.
The whole allegation.
state.
McClave now is the Republi- produce
proofs.
Ambassador
Wilson's con000, and that the revenue
from all
ERN SID- E- SOUTHERN LEADERS NAME following
he replied, was "wholly baseless and STATEMENT OF THE WAGE CONTROVERSY omi candidate in the new Sixth disference and repeated their belief that
EVENING HERALD
other sources will bring the total for
wiinoiii iounuaiion.
where a special election will be
PRESIDENT OF THEIR REPUBLIC-JA- PS
WITH
RAILROADS SENT TO 84,000 trict,
unless elections were held In Mexico.
1M&
the fiscal year to $996,810,000.
Bristow reiterated that the "senator
held next Tuesday. C. Hart, the Dem- land
an
of
was
in
appearance
peace
bursements were estimated for the
BELIEVED TO BE FINANCING REBELLION
has sent at public expense telegrams
UNION
DOES
candidate in this district, was
s:ght, formal
rcognition
committee
probably rinoT UlTlflMftf AlUK fir l OlinilCDnnr nertini.1(t tn
by treasury experts at
Ir.doursed yesterday by President
NOT EXPECT A STRIKE.
would be withheld.
$994,790,000.
ihe letter winch precipitated the
WANTS J. S. BLACK PUT IN CHARGE
In analyzing the bill the committee
Peking, China, July IS. The situarow, was one Bristow had written to
Senator Ueed announced that Mc.
Diaz Practically Exiled.
"deemed the amendments of the houco tion brought about by the rebellion in
TO PROTECT ITS INTERESTS.- -. PAPER Senator Chester
U Long, May 27,
New York, July 18. Messrs Lee Clave had denied acquaintance
with
Mexico City, July 18. General
loot;.
entirely too drastic," particularly the southern provinces of China has
.
and Garretson made public this aft-- Mulhall and said he wanted to prove
'
HAS HAD A SiOhMY CAREER.
tlioFe aufhor'zing
examination
of improved somewhat today, regarded Felix Diaz, appointed special ambas"J think I would like (o have one. ernnnn a hnllutin
to l,nf.,
..a, viho was telling the truth, Mulhall or
books of fwlgn v inufacturers, a five from the northern point of view. Few sador to Japan to express, the thanks
of those advisory places In the Canal to
memhen of tho niont(. It rerlt(,s McClave.
of
Mexico
the
to
er
soldiers
have
for
the
deserted
the
cent
governIn
on
Japanese
tariff
discount
it
said.
.....
per
.
imports
4.
The
of a receiver to commission,"
Mulhall
identified
many letters
American Khips and other like features ment of provisional President Yuan participation of Mexico's centennial I ublish appointment
'They pay $7,1500 and require a visit tration of certain
is
the evening newspaper
and
ftom McClave to hlmseir, written In
in
Is
grievances
to
Kai
Shi
referred
had
been
1910,
than
by
which were stricken out. Particular
editorially
anticipated.
in a suit instituted vesterdav!'" t,lp ltliniiis once in three months.
asked
It'OS, said he went to the Sixth disHeavy fighting is reported at. Kai the newspapers. El Pais as "the poli- iu the
could hold
attention is called to the senate proa,ld Iiv0
Kansas,
district, court hv the First Nn-"It is needless to say that no arbl- - trict to help McClave fight
vision "designated to furnish the pres Kaing in the province of Klan Si, after tical emigrant." The article says Diaz t'.onal bank Against,
Hughes
Trio-Urr,,
the Dally
ai.d gave details of his work there. He
' '
ident with power to impose tariff the lull following the recent defeat ot is being sent out of the country and
got hot. I could re-- i w1, even b consideredand if in- n
Citizei
company.!3
line,
Publishing
sr id tho National Association of
S'KU'
duties of a retaliatory character upon me soutnem rorces at hu i now in tue expresses the opinion that there will Herald
sisted on by the management .onlv
H. B.
Publishing company,
be no elections in Mexico in the time
furnished him with $390
all articles comprised in a specified province of
"Aside from the technical and legal one
can
result
follow, namely:
Hening and J. S. Black, says today's
for his fight and that a man named
The southerners have been joined fixed.
of the right of a public servquestion
list, which includes many agricultura
"The setting of the hour for retire- Barber"
El Independiente also frankly ex Journal.
put up $2000 more. He
ant to sell his services twice, the ment
products.
Jby the forts at Wu Hung, a seaport
from the service.
In addition to asking for a receiver
told about taking McClave to lunch
Of another important feature added ten miles north of Shanghai and at presses the opinion that Diaz has
Local
out
chairmen
will
of
in
remain
a
the
for
his
been
,
complaint,
request
and dinner, about riding around In
.
practically exiled.
nf hlB w
t(l!lt
both
by the senate committee, a tax of one Nanking, the southern capital,
l llt'
otherwise
instructed by cabs with him on political
rppointment was filed separately by;m!ratI(. tastps rHnnnt ,ivu
tours and
tenth of one cent a pound on cotton In the province of Kiang Si, while
'
r
Their
fho
,,,trl.i.
nlioipmon
A. B. Mc.Millen, attorney
for the u.i. u.
in other ways helping
Big Demonstration.
sold through stock exchanges for fu- the large force of troops occupying
out In the
a year presents a
.pi.irui
and
comwill remain where
Mexico City, Mex., July 18. An un bank. It is understood
that J. S. moral question for the consideration signed,
One Item in an expense acfif,ht.
ture deliveries, the report says:
them have gone over to the rebels.
choir- - count
receiver. of the American people." declared munication from the general
The leaders of the southern forces usual honor is to be paid the new EJack will be appointed
Senator
Reed put in the record
"The committee believes the subJapanese minister by the Mexican though no order naming the receiver; senator Townsend, Republican of man, by wire or letter, will reach them spoke of "dinner for two" and the
ject matter to be one fit for the im Issued a proclamation announcing the government.
promptly."
is
commisIt
was filed yesterday.
sending a
Michigan, in a speech in the senate to- position of a proper tax, not only be- appointment as president of the reThe bulletin is now in the malls on witness was asked who the other perIn the complaint
the bank asks day.
cause of its indirect influence in elim- public of Tsen Chun Hsuan, a former sion consisting of one representative
Attn mor.tl,r.o r.P tl,.. son was.
tin
U7v tn iha
office and two military judgment for $10,000, interest at the.
of the
"1 think it was McClave.
The question
is simply
He was
this. oranIatIon.
inating a parasite which has afflicted viceroy of Canton and Yuan Sha Kal's attachesforeign
to meet, him at the port of rate of C per cent on this amount whether under the
on hand," said the witness.
always
the business of dealing in purchases secretary.
circumstances, it
,
T.
c
chairman
the
of
D(,wiu
Manzanillo.
are
Plans
drawn
being
from
ads the duty of the citizen and the pub- Mulhall swore he took McClave
January 1, and 10 per cent
of cotton for future delivery, but heWang Chung Wei is named foreign
" "uc y"v'" uemousuunoii uitional for attorney's fees and the lie servant to modify his style of his board of flirec,ors of the PennsvIva. around to shops In the district. Ho
Chins Hsuan Hsui
cause It will result in tho collection minister and
nia
railroad
did
said
he
not
believe
nls
here.
arrival
,.,,st8 0f the suit. It also asks for the living within his legitimate income." there would be a
of a considerable sum of revenue from finance minister. . All three are con-- uPn
strike at this time. cald they went to one shop and the
He declared other cabinet officers
foreclosure of an alleged mortgage
a business that is not susceptible 0flBidered fanatics in northern circles.
"I
believe
will reach a solu- superintendent said he would rather
they
Will Notify State Department.
The belief prevails very generally In
and that the property listed in the were living on $12,000; that subordi- - tion. " lie HJlirl
nm firm in iia g've $500 than let them go in, "Mc"P.llt
just taxation in any other way.
18
San
Refusal
Calif.,
Diego,
...
July
that
the
are
financing
Reduction of the basic exemption Peking
Japanese
mortgage be sold under an order of ..a
tnnt
tll0 tim f) at ham, whfm Clave growled all the way home be
lnrSU,u,um
0pIn0n
Mexican
of
at
authorities
.
Ensenada,
the
revolution.
vvuum
UL o
the court.
auoweo. to oo otuer the ranroadB, 0t the unions, have lra,,se we did not take the money and
from income taxes from $4,000 as in
capital of the northern district of
The Tribune executed a promissory work while holding their positions; something to say about
the house bill, to $3,000 for unmarried
try to get the help afterwards," he
wages.
lower California, to honor extradition note for
added.
$5000 to the Citizen Pub- auu uctaune ui ins previous amiuae
persons and the consequent
CUTS
THROAT
papers from the governor of Califorshould
of this, the report comOctober l, 1909, and before the people,
"The last three days of the camnia for the return of Joseph Leroy lishing company
ments upon as follows:
PINNED UNDER
MEN
the note afterward was endorsed to have felt an obligation to live within IMP RISON-- D
paign he and I slept together," said
here
with
charged
highway
robbery,
more
"Your committee
rigid lines.
the Bank of Commerce and later by
reduces
the
the witness, once, illustrating how
ARE RESCUED
LOCOMOTIUE will be reported to the department of the
"If the American
amount of exemption of income to
Bank of Commerce to the First
people remain
close he was to McClave.
state
S.
J.
District
by
Utley. National, the
Attorney
AFTER
$3,000 and allows on account of the
HOURS Mulhall said McClave was in the
complaint relates. The silent at this time, and by their silmarriage an additional exemption of Decatur, Ala., July 18. Pinned
irterest on this note was paid until ence give their inferential approval
A
'lumber
ami innmlinM
... hflninpas
........ uu u,,u
IT
aufA4U OaA
...v.uaw;i0 VI IH3
or assent to the policy Mr. Bryan has
$1,000 to either husband or wife where neath an overturned locomotive, HousWK
to the
according
r.veietn, Minn., July is. The five committee wanted to know if he
IS
United
Pass,
Texas,
Eagle
July
said
ton
an
are
the senator, "that men who were entombed at the f'ldn't have
announced,"
Fleming,
they
engineer, put an end
living together, but not to
money. Mulhall said he
of an official toward his duboth. In the case of a minor child to his torture by cutting his own Slates Consul Luther Ellsworth, sta-- tu"'y"""1:
mine "No. 1, Wednesday, as a lad heard so. "But," he added, "I
' ne ' rmune executed another note attitude
at
Pieriras
Keems
"""itioned
left
Mevien
must
be
ties
or children living with and dependent tnroat last nignt wnen spectators oil.
to
a
assumed
be
permaVI
for
tn
Sec-tv)) the Citizen Publishing nent feature of our governmental in- - result of a cloudburst, were rescued have been campaigning for thirty
upon the parent such parent is allow Mb plight refused his request to kill today for San Antonio, to consult
last night.
company on the same date and this
,
years among all sorts of men and I
of War Garrison
stltutions.
ed an additional exemption of $500 foi' him.
After the rescuers had been ap- never saw such a tight fisted wad in
by the Citizen
from
Torreon report that r,cte was endorsed
Refugees
a
for-one minor child and up to $1,000 on
"At
time
!
whim
most
unusual
Fleming, with Floyd Hamlin, an air tace wa8 attaeked
by a large force company to the Bank of Commerce elgn complications confront us, the prised definitely of the location of my life."
account of minor children,
except :
the
co.1'
men and of the fact
of
Alulhall
he furnished head- on Monday and and by the Bank of Commerce to the
constitutionalists
B17l"V
where both parents are taxable,
7
in
question is before us, when L7 imprisoned
Ju
Louisville and Nashville that the town was not
T
also
Is alleged. At Japanese
it
tirst
National,
to
hold
McClave
paid for
expected
our relations with the disturbed re-- , "i" they were aIive' by the tapping quarters
which case no exemption is allowable yards when it was hurled from tho
out more than two days as the fede- cording to the First National, the
"
""cn
P",B wu,utt ,""J
",ue8
to
on account of the children.
most.!."'
the
of
south
are
public
n.
the
a
overswitch
and
By
tracks by
engine
on this note was paid to Janueeen lei uuwn io
rals were outnumbered
and provislcvc'
",m""5
""""
re-"a"1 lu eci uca
amendment the lowest possible exemp- turned. Hamlin died today.
grave and fraught with mlehtv'
a man for?" he was asked,
ions were scarce.
ary 1, 1913.
tion to any one person is $5,000."
indeed at this timeitt,ey had taken refuse' a PasaKe soon
sponsibilities;
To
hundred
secure
Six
"He
was a 'con' man, that's the
constitutionalists were
were!
the notes the Tribune ex- above all others the statement of Mr lwas Pened to ,nem alld
Of agricultural products, many of
reported to have defeated Col. Lavar-- ecuted a chattel mortgage on the Bryan that he proposed to desert his brosht to the surface. While they
way I can explain it," said the
which were transferred to the free list ALLEGED FUGITIVE
on Wednesday, newspaper
plant, the complaint al office for the purpose of personal h"d Buffered greatly from bad air and witness.
TO BE BROUCHT BACK. ette near Lampazos
in addition to those put there by the
They expected to join Governor Car- legs. The Tribune sold the proper- financial gain comes as a shock to "u,lg er- - 11 18 Delleveu
sam
a
iuniuu
man
" ''" recover,
named
house, the committee has this to
Julio Martinez, a member of a cap ranza
on Saturday.
ty, subject to the mortgage, to the all thoughtful people,
Amid scenes of wild excitement,
urne," collector of internal revenue
nival company's band, was arrested
say:
A discharged employee of the con- - Herald
e
ti
men were brought to the surface, at Paterson, had been paid by him
the
Publishing
"This action is even more Inex"The house bill and amendments yfsterday morning by the police on a
company,
stltlltinnnltnts stnrtpri th ofnpi- - that bnnk
In water for SiO a week "regularly" for services in
alleges.
cusable when it is known that the having stood neck-deemade by the committee on finance fugitive warrant, savs the Albuauer-Li.- .
.
...
,
this campaign.
thirty-twhours.
placed agricultural implements of ev-- nm, Journal. He will be held until II"" L? "I.
m,
Schwcdtman wrote Mulhall August
Through interpreters the men. all
ery kind and description, fence and officers arrive from Santa Fe where (declared today.
about the situation in Indiana, In
told their story. They
foreigners,
baling wire, cotton bagging and ties, the police here have been informed! His motive was to discredit the
heard the warning when the water which he said, "if we win, most of
low priced blankets, boots and shoes, he is
charged with a statutory of- - Carranzistas, it was said.
started down the shaft, but they the credit will be due to your good
cement, nails, lumber, coal, harness, fense against Paulina Archuleta, 13
drew back at the sight of the swirling work. If some of our political friends
saddles, cotton gins, wagons, carts, years old.
New
British
Minister
Named.
torrents. As the water crawled up they should forget it later on, I want to
bagging for grain, wool and other
Martinez and the girl came herei London, July 18. Sir Lionel Edward
were submerged first to their waists take a trip with you Into Indiana for
hags, sewing machines, and many Monday
Max
who
been
has
his
Mrs.
the
a.ed
Steinhart,
by
police say.
physician, Dr. L. F. Murray, and then
Greeley Garden, at present British
other products of daily utility on the Juanita morning,
to their arm pits and realiz- - the purpose of laying these good peoFe
It
two
lonrnoH
of
for
nnst
resident
i,
i.
Santa
k
the
,i
tl,.,t
Archuleta, mother of the girl, minister to the Central
American
free list. In common with the rest who arrived
their
as1
pli8ht' they attemPted wit" ple over on our knees and giving them
rather despondent of late and only!1'!8
here Wednesday night, states was today appointed British months, and who was employed
of our people, our agricultd'al popudam the unu the kind of a spanking they ought to
"
to Mexico in place of Fran- - cierit at tne Wlnte Mouse until July yesterday he had reneivorf a
yesterday asked Justice Craig to
have.
lation will share in the benefit brought sue
l or a time
were
to
they
unsuccessful,
commit
1st,
to
suicide
seemed
the
Icis
William
is
attempted
affect
warrant
and
it
fugitive
Strong.
him,
,
A letter of Sept. 1, 1908, from C. B.
about by the reduction of the duties on
afternoon about 5 o'clock in thought that the message contained but at last they were able to stem
terday
Anthony, vice president of the manu
"v?ar and its eventual elimination.
the
tide.
this
De
his
room
was
water
at
the
By
time,
hotel.
the
news.
bad
Vargas
His sister, Rosie
jsome
EILL INTRODUCED FOR
to Van Cleave, asked If
e substantial reductions made, all MRS. EKMAN HELD FOR
At about that time Manager Men-- ! Steinhart, of Avon Beach. Lone Is- - up to their necks. Standing thus, they facturers,
FRISCO WATER SUPPLY.
FIRST DEGREE MURDER
tiong the line on cotton and woolen
waited for the rescuers whom they there was any way for the associaidenhall
heard a call for help and Hand, was notified and she Ren t
tion to aid "our good friend, Hon. Edt Ods, wearing apparel or every fur-- .i Salt Lake City. Utah, July 18. At
up stairs found Steinhart suf jthat arrangements will be made in could hear working.
win
the conclusion of her hearing in the
Washington, D. C, July 18. The rushingfrom the effects of some
Denby of the first Michigan disription, on crockery, household
They were showered at intervals
fering
liquid jcase of his recovery to have him sent
It added the suggestion wan
Jhings and utensils, hardware and city court here today,. Mrs,. Augustus finally revised bill for granting to San he had taken. After
b large chunks of debris which fell trict."
an
the
Jewish
.
Tubercular
making
An
Sanitarium
.Ul.n,,
r,i
,U.
I'iMlar products of our factories will Ekman was formally charged with Francisco rights of way through the amination he
m iK"uw'u
i.j or .Mr.
"'
v.hen the blasts were exploded. Rcla-- !
called In at Denver, Colorado.
immediately
p
considerable part of the first degree murder and held without Yosemite national park, the Stanis- Dr. Massie. and he then discovered
i
The condition of the Datient this t;ves of the men cried with joy when
.
.
ns,-nAn
. , Vlv ,
f tariff taxation norv borne ball. Salt Lake and Ogden policemen laus national park and other lands in an empty bottle which had contained
i
.lUKMUjr
'
was reported as being some-- ' t;'e' appeared at the surface.
afternoon
.
3,
.
which
related
her confession
Mulhall said was from
. ...
armer as well as the dweller
,
Sept.
c -- i. i
of 'how she California for the
water
i
on
in iiiiuiuiumi
unused
ana
wnai
a
in
tying
improvea,
although
Van
Cleave said:
ity and the laborer in thd ,fac killed her 12 year old daughter supply project, was introduced today the floor. After remedies' were
and
Work for the New Mexican. It Is
condi-"We must, of course, do all that is
Frances and tookjief body in a trunk tv Representative Raker, of
ds and mines."
he
was
to
removed
Vincent
plied
his
tion.
chances
St
for
vou.
recoverv
nrt
verv
Santn
are
for
for
Fe
working
..."
. ..
reductions in the metal to Ogden.
Sanitarium, where he Is being attend good.
the new state.
(Continued on page four).
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PERFECT

A A A A A?
Santa

A Special Sale
3
3

Do

CONFIDENCE

TAOS CELEBRATION Look Out For
Poison

Fe People Have Good Reason
For Complete Reliance.

IS CLOSED

you know how

To find relief from backache;
To correct distressing urinary Ills,
To assist weak kidneys?
Your neighbors know the way
Have used Doan's Kidney Pills;
Have proved their worth in many
tests.
Here's Santa Fe testimony.
A. Rodriguez, baggage man, S. Pal'ace Ave., Santa Fe, N. Mex., says.
I'M used to have sharp twinges in the
small of my back. I had headaches
lond often got very dizzy. The pains
troubled me for a long time and al-- j
no- though I tried different remedies,
thine did me any good. One day T
saw Doan's Kidney Pills advertised in
a local paper and I got some. They
cured my back and head and made
me feel better in every way. I have
Pills several
used Doan's
Kidney
times since and they have always
brought good results."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Co., Buffalo,
cents.
New York, sole agents for the Unitetd

BEANS

DYER PORK

9

THIS WEEK
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!

THIS WEEK

-
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EH GROCERY GO.
PHOITE 40.

Foster-Milbur-

TEACHERS

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Busies and Saddlers a

-

Prompt Attention and the Best
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

of

Telephone

QASPER ST.

9

W

nil
lpor
0'

1ST FARES

H

RASTFRN POINTS VIA
New Mexico Central and El Paso & Southwestern.
TO

SANTA FE TO CLOUDCROFT,

N. M, AND

RETURN,

I

$12.10.

The

East

Best
Route

West

s

For Rate and Full Information Call On or Address
L. H GIBSON, T., F. & P. Agt., N. M. C. R. R., SANTA FE,
or EUGENE FOX, G. Pass. Agt.,E. P. & S., EL PASO, TEX.

MEXICO

NEW

INSTITUTE

MILITARY

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
'The West Point of

the Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
In the beautiful Pecot
Valley. S.700 feet above sealevel,
uoshlne every day. Open air
work throughout the entire sesConditions for physical
sion.
are
and mental development
IDEAL such as cannot be found
Fourelsewhere in America.
teen oncers and instructors, all
graduates from standard EastTen buildings,
ern colleges.
modern in every respect.

Located

Iks

Regents

:

E. A. CAHOON, President.

J. E. RHEA,
J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
JOHN W. POB, Secretary.
W. A. FINLAY.
n For particulars and Illustrated
address,

cms-ogu-

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON, Supt.

Denver & Rio Grande R.R.
ROUND TRIP

SUMMER TOURIST RATES
TO
Pueblo

.

. $16.35

.

Col'do Springs
.

.

18.15

21.10

Denver,.
Salt Lake City j 4000
St. Paul. . . 51.85

St. Louis

.

.

.
.
.

Chicago

Detroit

.

Buffalo

.

$47.35
51.85
62.85
66.45

New York City 78.85
On Sale June 1st to September 30th.

Return Limit, October 31st, except from points
east of St. Louis or Chicago return limit will
be sixty days from date of sale.
For additional information call on or address

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,
244 San Francisco St., Santa Fe, N. M.

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

M47

Day or Nifht Phone, 130 Main.

Next Door to Postoff ice.

,r3H

.i7
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ages, for Instance, for fruit frozen in
t certain shipment, can be either confirmed as meritorious or denied, as
the case may be. The train register
will show the position of the train
from the time of starting to reaching
its destination every hour en route. A
reference to the temperature record
will show whether freezing were possible during the trip.
A glance through the record for the
past six months shows that the miniImini tBTunnratiire occurs in Deming
between 4 and 6 iu the morning and
the maximum between 2:30 and 4 in
the afternoon. The temperature lineA
make almost even waves between
these hours. It rarely shows any very
sudden change. The minimum for
r ebruary occurred at 4 o'clock on the
morning of the 20th at which time the
thermometer registered 26 above. The
minimum in March was 20 above on
tbe llith at 4 a. in., and ranged between ISO and 70 during the remainder
was the
Twenty-eigh- t
o the month.
minimum for April on the morning of
the 13th at 6 o'clock. The minimum
O.urlng April was 75. The temperature ranged from 50 to 90 in May. In
June the hottest day registered 98 at
2 o'clock p. m., the 2!)th.
During the
first week in July the thermometer
between 70 and 100, except
on the glorious Fourth when It went to
106. Last week contained the hottest
day of the year when the infallible
tracing shows 10S.
The sheets on which these records
are kept are 12 inches long and live
inches wide, and have a registering
capacity with reference to time of one
veek, and with reference to degrees
ot temperature from 50 below zero to
120 above. L. O. Tucker, the government weather man at Deming, and
also an employe of the Southern Pacific, winds the clock every Monday
n.orning, puts in a fresh sheet, and deposits a drop of indelible ink in the
tiny dish which feeds the registering
ptu. That's all there is to keeping
the temperature record for a week.
H. H. Kelly left Sunday night for
California, where he will spend a
couple of weeks in recretation.
I. E. Hurt, G. E. Anedrson, N. Hart,
M. Cohen and Copton drove down
from Silver City yesterday afternoon
i;: an automobile, spending the night
here. It required but two hours and
twenty minutes to make the trip from
Silver City here.
d

Painful Accident.
S. Li. Mollis met with a

THE

11 V

11 11

painful acci
dent while driving his team from a
Fourth of July celebration. The team
became unmanagable and Mr. Hollis
was (thrown under the wagon which
ran over him and cut his ear badly,
besides bruis.'ng him about the face.
Mr. Hollis ivas taken to Wagon Mound
but as ha could get no assistance there
he left on No. 2 for Baton for medical
attention. The last report was that he
was not doing very well. Wagon
ound Pantagraph.

(Special Correspondence.)
Taos, N.
July (J. Governor K.
this
C. McDonald
was introduced
morning in a few well chosen words
I.y County School Superintendent Jose
Out
AW Blooil DlNordera ore Knix-kei- l
Montancr, to the Taos County TeachThe
ly S. S. S.
governor
Normal
institute.
ers'
tpoke as follows:
fitrolllnpr through thn woods or cteur-IbruBh, picnickers, hunters,
Fellow Teachers:
look out for poison ivy. And in
This is the way I address you be- the u meantime
keep your Mood pure by
cause I am one, of you. I am her.) usimf S. 8. S. If your skin ts rounh
because.
Taos
eczema,
in
wini
pimples or any other
more particularly
S. S. stimulates the line
school superintendent, eruption, ofS. blood
our county
vessels In uie skiii w
inetnork
Mr. Montaner, invited me and I very dry up and heal all sore spots.
B, B. Will UU tlllO
the invitation.
iwoimcij,
accepted
promptly
dominates the principle of osmosis,
First, I wanted to meet the teachers stii- ..lutes the cells of the skin to select
wanted to visit Taos.
i'iid second,
their own nutriment from the blood,
wonder1 thank
you most sincerely for the made pure and healing by tbe
this fame ful medicinal Ingredients aof safe
accorded
have
remyou
hospitality
mous blood purifier. It is
while I have been in Taos.
edy, as it contains no minerals, and yet
It is good to meet you in this way; Its action is a marvel.
Y6u can get S. S. S. in nny dnifr
because, there is a bond of sympathy store, but Insist upon huvinK It- "The
In
between myself and the teachers.
Swift Laboratory in Atlanta, Ga., pre1
pares this famous blood purifier, and
the past, I was a real teacher.
you should take no chance bya permitthree
for
years.
school
substimyself
taught
ting anyone to recommendcondition
is
the
of
It is upon the intelligence
tute. And if your blood
a
consult
to
would
like
Edusuch that you
people that a state must depend.
freely, address the Medical
186
cation is not entirely found in books, I'peclallst
Dept., The Swift Specific Company,
the real education comes later in life. Pwift Bide., Atlanta, Ga,
for
more
ou may become
responsible
the children than the parents them- WILL GET BEHIND
selves.
The history of New Mexico itself
CHAUTAUQUA
.
...
vears,
v
W ... .00 hundred
UUt.ll
"
You must become
acnuaintea wun
Mountainair, N. M., July IS. At. i
your history and tell it to your chil- tegular meeting of the Mountainair
dren. You must have patience that business Men's Association held the
ti, my mind is the most important evening of July 16, it was unanimoustitsk you have.
ly voted to have this organization get
it is cause for congratulation of the behind the Mountainair Chautauqua
advancement of education all along this year as never before. This oris the livest bunch of
the lines in New Mexico. I believe ganization
that the county superintendents are1 boosters ever gotten together in New
Mexico and each member has pledged
doing better work today than ever
throughout the state. I believe himself to act as a member of a rethat the state department of educa ception committee during the Chaution is doing most excellent work tauqua and will do all In his power
'
to help show our visitors a good time.
throughout the state.
The members will be especially active
Some of you have third grade
don't stop at that get a sec- on the two days having the largest
ond grade and after you get a second number of visiting business men from
other parts of the state, Torrance
gret a first grade certificate.
If you don't try to make good, you County Day, Augut 19, and Good Roads
.
.
a
7
x i
1.
!,,, in Day, August 20.
1

s

t11..n-,nmnt1-
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SAYS

fci.

and

only
of an inch at the government
gisge. Right or ten miles east reports
come of about an inch of rain, also
south, and also from the Lindauer
The Beli
runch 15 miles northwest.
:
TH ff
11) tl
aP
ef", by Eugene Dietzgeii company
proved by the Kek Observatory, England, and installed by the Southern
Pacific ail along its lines, reveals an
interesting hiBtory of temperatures in
Deming since last February. A clock
revolves a cylinder around which is
wrapped a checked sheet, the horizontal lilies of which indicate the day
of the week and the time of the day,
while the perpendicular lines scale
The register is
the temperature.
made in indelible ink as the cylinder-revolveslowly making one revolution per week. The register goes up
or down according to the expansion
con-t- i
by the heat of a coil spring or the
action caused by a fall in temperature. One drop of ink dropped in the
miniature dish feeds to the penpolnt
of the register tracing eve., u.mu
of temperature accurately and leaving
n indisputable record of such changes
for every hour in the year. Each week
a new sheet Is put in, and the sheet
un
iu cent in the San
Francisco office for photographing and
permanent record. The originals are
returned here. The railway company
installed this machine primarily for
the purspose of ascertaining the merit
of damage claims for freezing or spoil- ..(. uhinn, aito.
V Ha linuc With

FRENCH

j

Doming, X. M-- , July IS. A slight
rain fell in Deming again .Monday

measuring

THE

TO

SUGGES-

n;

WINDMILL CITY

night,

Keep Your Blood Pure and
Danger will be
Avoided.

M-- ,

TEMPERATURE IN

Hacks and Baggage Transfer.

SOME

i

1913.

ON HIS OWN EXPERIENCE

ENGINEER

STATE

SPOKE

18,

Ivy

HIGHWAY WORK WILL SOON BEGIN.

THE HISTORY OF

Specialty.

OFFERING

TIONS BASED

n

States.
Remember the name 'Doan's
take no other.

M'DONALD

GOVERNOR

-

104 DON
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We Will

freckles!

bring about results.
Relie careful in your community about Don't Hide Them With a Veil; Premove Them With the Othine
diplohiking sides in politics use
scription.
macy and tact.
I'am glad to go but in the different This prescription for the removal
counties and 1 believe you are glad of freckles was written by a promito see me. Do not forget about your nent physician and is usually so successful in removing freckles and giv
important work, and make your work
so valuable that higher wages will ing a clear, beautiful complexion that
it is sold by your druggist under an
come to you.
absolute
guarantee to refund the
will
see
better
In the future, you
if it fails.
things ahead. New Mexico will make money
Don't hide your freckles under a
good. She is growing. There are
get an ounce of othine and res veil;
school
and
better
terms
lcnger
move them. Even the first few apwill come as we progress.
should show a wonderful
I am going to stand by your county plications
some of the lighter
improvement,
school superintendent first. I believe freckles
entirely.
vanishing
that the state department of educaBe sure to ask the druggist for the
s
work. You can double
tion is doing
strength othine; it is this that
depend upon me at all times In what is Bold on the money-bacguarantee.
ever you are doing for the better

TALK ABOUT A FINE STOCK OF HARDWARE, WHY, WE ARE. JUST
STORE.
AS PROUD AS WE CAN BE OF WHAT WE HAVE IN OUR
WE WILL BE ABLE TO WAIT UPON YOU QUICKLY. WE WANT TO
PLEASE YOU. WE WANT TO GIVE YOU THE BEST HARWARE THAT
IS MADE, AND WE WANT YOU TOBE SATISFIED WITH THE PRICE.
TO SEND YOU
AWAY
WE ARE SURE WE ARE IN A POSITION
PLEASED.

Coming Out
Into the Open

PHONE 14.

COMPANY.

"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT."

PHONE 14.

TleghtI
THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHODS, Electricity plays a most important part. Tbe grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.

IN

POWER
N

IS QUITE SO CONVEN
IENT as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your

iron ready to use, your toasted

the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and night Estimates and full Inforready for

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

It was not so many years ago
that advertising was consider-eunethical from a business

d

standpoint.
Many of the finest old houses
held aloof, saying that they
didn't have to advertise. Even
today 'there are some business
and professional men so bound
by custom and tradition that
they have not yet availed themselves of the advantage of ad-

vertising.
By so much

still

hold, by

as these customs

just

Telephone 157 W.

::

sJSllj

1

.

1

THE AMERICAN

I

l

so much Is

the public deprived of knowing
all about those professions and
businesses.
The most successful way and
the only honest way to deal
with the public is to "play the
game out in the open."
If there are true and interesting reasons why the public
should buy something from So
& So, then So & So should be
glad of a chance to say so over
and over again through the
medium of reliable newspapers.

J.F. RHOADS

Sold by Druggist, price 75c
Take Hall's Family Pill t".r

HARDWARE

WOOD-DAVI- S

mation cheeerfully given.

Catarrh Cannot Be Cured
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they
cannot reach the seat of the disease.
Catarrh is a blood or constitutional
disease, and in order to cure it you
you must take internal remedies.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internNOVELTY WORKS.
ally, and acts directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces. Hall's Catarrh 104
104
Galisteo Street
Cure is not a quack medicine. It was
prescribed by one of the best physi- Makes all kinds of Screens and
cians in this country for years and Is
does Screening of Porches.
a regular prescription. It is composed
of the best tonics known, combined PorcK Swings Mat (five Comfort
with the best blood purifiers, acting
Step and Fruit Ladders,
directly on the mucous surfaces. The
Fly
Traps that Catch Flies,
two
combination
the
of
Ingredperfect
ients is what produces such wonder- Repairs Your Furniture Right
ful results in curing catarrh. Send for
and Does Upholstering.
testimonials, free.
IN FACT HE DOES ALL KINDS OP
F. J. CHENEY & Co., Props,
REPAIR WORK.
Ohio.

pleased

you Come;

Cot the: 3ood5

k

Toledo,

wsssbsss:

Complete Jtock.
WE AHE JUSTLY
PROUD, For, We've

first-clas-

pro-rat- a

-j-

values and our,

sal-crie-

ment of our schools.
You must not lose courage.
Hop-The
will stand with you always.
whole country is looking at us to see
i!' we will make good.
If it is possible, I want to come back
to your county next year, as that ie
the only way to become acquainted.
The world today 5s better than It
has ever been before. There is a
good streak in every one all is not
bad and under guidance and with the
right environment, we will develop
the best of our material.
In conclusion, I hope that you will
all be successful teachers and ihat
you will get better salaries.
I am glad to he wiih you
"nore so
than you think.
I thank you for your kind attention.
A rising vote of thanks was offered
by the county school superintendent.
The governor was given a hearty encore and afterwards expressed a desire to meet each teacher, and they
were very glad to have this opportunity of meeting the governor of New
Mexico.
Your correspondent had a personal
Interview this morning with State
Engineer James A. French, who stated that the work on the publio highway between Santa Fe and Taos
would begin operation just as soon as
the state highway Commission could
make the necessary survey, maps and
of mileage and
apportion the
the expense of construction against
each county through which said pub
lic highway will be built,

,

f , (v-iryy,a:f-w-

i.

IN AND SEE OURCiOOD

.

'k

be

To Havc

be-fc-

One of the troubles in
ir.tendent.
school is the teacher does not work
i'i harmony with the surrounding conditions. We all have to work together

i

"RESOLVED THAT

SANTA FE. N. M.

Prices leasooabte. All Werk Guaranteed.

TERMS CASH.

IFYOU BUSINESS MEN
power of first-claonly realized the business-buildin- g
stationery, you would choose your own Bond Paper and
not intrust its selection to a subordinate
ss

And, if you wanted to make your business stationery
100
efficient, you would specify

COUPON BOND
(Fac-Simi- le

Water-Mar-

The De Luxe Business Paper

t
because by comparison you would find that COUPON
BOND is far beyond the average Bond Paper in quality-chara- cter

impressiveness, and all that makes stationery
really productive.

Just specify COUPON BOND today. And see the
difference. Let us show you samples.
NCW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, AGENT.
anta Fe, N. MV

j
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SANTA
near Ford City, Emory Ruslilow, 4S;
yeurs old, a hired man on the farm,
would have been gored to d 'ath liy a

MAN IS GORED BV
AN ANGRY BULL

U
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THE GREAT AMERICAN HOME.

OMB,E,88E.!!&jYonr

yt

HOURS!

New Mexican Want
brlug results. Try It.

sule hears
the u:tmi-JilieiBart1
.A

1.1,

always

Work for the New Mexican. It Is
R'orking for you, for Santa Fe and
the new state.

if rminlcrftitt i
lWirtSIStMTS

Ads

J

ll

1

ff
H

,KEW MEXICAN PRINTING

CO.

.Local Agents for

SlobcWerrticke
"Elastic" Bookcase

y

y

and Desk combined.
A Desk Unit with few ot
manyBookUnits asdesired.

1

I

j
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a-

Im? ,11

feMi

fe!

MRS, JONES WAS OVER THIS
MORNING AM 5 BOrUOWCB
AM EGG. YIVLL JUST SEE

Y
A

1

THOSE UTTws
THIM6S 1aHHU UP

Ir SHE PAVS T BACK.
SHE'S A GREAT HANDVO

M

You't, THtr'K

BORROW

jMaa
KUties.

Stomach Remedy
Mayr's Wonderful
and Be Convinced That You Can
sides being the most ungrateful ani-- i
Be Restored to Health.
ti ii that ever sniffed a clover blossom,
Mrs. Lloyd and her daughter Edna,
L'l years old, prepared a rather dainty
leed (for a young cow) and were ap-- j
pniiK hing il with caution, pampering
it with siirh pel. names as "dearie,"
&omacH Itemed
jaiul "nice little thing," and were just
for d&i&liero
ready to jjivc it. a. friendly caress,
jwhen the unexpected happened,
The call' suddenly .lifted one hoof,
made a Innse, anil drought a chain,
which held it prisoner
to a tree,
jaround Mrs. Lloyd's neck. She was
jthrown violently to the ground screamIns. Her daughter started to her
rescue, when ihe young beast madej You are not asked to take Mayr's
(another Iimgo, and doubled on the; Wonderful Stomach
for
Remedy
j daughter,
precipitating her in a l.'ap: weeks and months before you receive
beside her prostrate mother.
any bench! one doso is usually re- Holh were badly bruised when
quired to convince the most skeptical
isistel to the house by a farm hand. sufferer of Stomach Ailments that this
;They have decided that calves areigieat remedy should restore anyone
beasts with notions dispositions.
so afflicted to good health. Mayr's
Wonderful Stomach Remedy has been
INDIANA AUTOISTS
tt.ken by many thousands of people
NOW TOURING UTAH throughout the land. It has brought
health and happiness to sufferers who
t'rovo, Utah, July is. A conlnuouB l ad despaired of ever being restored
ovation greeted tho Indiana automo- and who now proclaim it a Wonderful
is following
bile, party, which
the Remedy and are urging others who
route of the. new transcontinental P ay be suffering with Stomach, Llvei
to try it.
highway to California, on their trip and Intestinal Ailments
11
rough Utah today. Thirteen miles Mind you, Mayr's Wonderful Stomach
east of here they were met by Gover- Pemedy is so different than most mednor Spry and a large party from Salt icines that are put on the market for
ake and other towns. At Spanish the various stomach ailments It is
Fork and Springviile reception com- - really In a class by itself, and one
mittees received them with fruit and doso will do more to convince the
flowers. The tourists were guests otjmost skeptical sufferer than tons of
the I'rovo Midland Trail association at other medicines.
Results from one
luncheon, leaving this afternoon for dose will amazo and the benefits are
Salt Lake City whore they will nr- - entirely natural, as it acts on tho
source and foundation of these all-- I
rive before night.
ca-- I
ments, removing the poisonous
tarrh and bile accretions, and allay
TUITION FEES.
ing the underlying chronic lnfiamma- New Mexico.
One hour, dictation, for speed In tlon in the alimentary and intestinal
tract, rendering the same antiseptic.
shorthand, (viva voce) $1.25.
One hour, dictation,
any system, Just try one dose of Mayr's Wonderful Stomach Remedy put it to a test
$1.00.
(phonograph)
Five hours, dictation, for speed in today you will be overjoyed
with
shorthand, one hour dally,
(phono jour quick recovery and will highly
graph) $4.00.
praise it as thousands of others are
Teaching, any one subject, per constantly doing. Send for booklet on
hour $1.25.
Stomach Ailments to Geo. It. Mayr,
Machine practice, or private letter Mfg. Chemist,
Whiting St.,
writing, any make, per hour $0.25.
Chicago, 111.
Per week, five hours dally, five days
week tuition $6.00.
HEAD OF NEW FEDERAL
Per month, five hours dally, five
ADJUSTMENT BOARD NAMED.
days week, tuition $20.00.
D. C, July 18. Wit- Washington,
Life scholarship for shorthand, type
l'.tm Lee Chambers, whose nomination
writing, spelling $100.00.
and
Life scholarship for above, and any as commisisoner of mediation
and all commercial subjects, or ten of conciliation, heading the new federal
board for adjustment of eastern railthe subjects named:
Bookkeeping,
arithmetic,
banking, way wage disputes, was by President
advertising,
ciedit, science, civil service, commer- Wilson, today sent to the senate,
cial law, English, Spanish, elocution, opened temporary offices today. Judge
insurance, normal, public
speaking, Martin A. Knapp. of the commerce
system, court, and Assistant Secretary Post,
penmanship,
salesmanship,
cf the department of labor, designatvoice culture $250.00.
ed to act with Commissioner ChamTHE
SANTA FE BUSINPnss COLLEGE
bers, called with him on the
i

URINARY

Kiich Cap-

JUST TRY ONE DOSE OF

Holland. .Mich.. .Inly IS. Mrs. Ivan
r.lo.vd, of new Iticlimond has a call
that "stars" as a lasso thrower, he

c

24

Bad"?

-

n

bull.
the cows
Rushlow went out to
Detroit, July IS. Hail it not been
for presence of mind ou tho part of to milk them and while va!Miu;
Elmer Lebauc, a farmer residing through the pasluro the bull attack'
er him.
Seeing Rushlow's predicament
picked up a pitchfork and drove
the animal away.
DISCHARGES
Rushlow was so badly injured that
RELIEVED IN
it is thought he will die.

Stomach

J

MRS; SMITH, I WANT
TO PAN BACK THAT
EGG

(

THERZ WASN'T A

I

OffOCF-P- tf

J

WITHIU

i

borrowed
Nou

FROM
'SESTERDAl.

-T- HERE WAS No
OF DOING THAT.
VJHN
LANDS .SAKE
1 DIP 100 BOTHER.?
OH-t-

NEt

thanks

I

loW-M-

A MILE WHERE

jtf

Ci E, write of pnoot'
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DO YOU KNOW THAT

THE MOON,

THE GREATEST

POLY IN THE WORLD, STEALS

ALL

IT'S

NIGHTLIGHT

MONO-

LIGHT FROM THE

154-15- 6

SUN AND THE EARTH?

-

"The Studebaker idea has been in our family for
We have never thought of buying any
other kind of a wagon."
"It's true, we're continually being offered other
wagons costing a little less, with lots of promises as to
what they will do. But we know in our family what a
Studebaker will do. A few dollars difference in price
doesn't mean much. It's the service a wagon gives
that we consider most."
"Long service for a fair price means more every
time than short service for a few dollars less."
sixty years.

"That's why we stick to Studebaker and 'Stick to Stude- baker' is a pretty good motto for a man who uses wagons."
"Studebaker wagons are built of good stuff. They're made
right by people who've had years and years of experience in
making them right people who are trusted the world over."
"Studebaker wagons last, because they're made to last."
"Look out for the dealer who tells you his wagon is just as
That's my advice after a good deal of
good as a Studebaker.
experience and the experience of all of my people. You get a
Studebaker and you've got a safe investment"
See oar Dealer or write us.

STUDEBAKER

South Bend, Ind.

NEW YORK
MINNEAPOLIS

KANSAS

CHICAGO
DALLAS
SALT LAKE CITY
SAN

DENVER
PORTLAND, ORE.

CITY

FRANCISCO

Rubber Stamps.
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WOTTING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE Of
YOUR BUSINESS, REJKfiMBER A RUBBER STAJU
WILL SAVE YOU A OREAT DEAL 9F TIME.
BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USINO RUBBER STAMPS MORE NOW
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY SAVE TIME,
AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.

PRICE LIST.
laches fog
Kc
Stamp, not over 2
Each additional Hue on stamp
Itc
One-liInches long. . 20c
and not over 3
Stamp, over 2
Each additional line on stamp
15c
One-liand not over 5 laches kmc
2fc
stamp, over' S
Each additional line on same stamp
2ac
One-liM
Stamp, over 5 Inches Utag per inch
Each additional line, same price. (Curved Noes
on Stamp count as two Mnes).
Borders of aH shapes, u ruler 3 inches lont
25c extra
sizes
at
Where
Larger
type used Is
proportionate prices.
lf
over
inch In sue, wo charge for one Hae for eacfa
lf
inch or fraction.
One-li- ne

1- -2

ne

1-

ne

1-

-2

1-

-2

-2

ne

one-ha-

one-ha-

DATES, ETC.
inch
any town and date, for
inch
Ledger Dater month, day and year In
men....
Regular Line Oater month, day and year,
bach....
Regular Line Dater month, nay aad near,
Defiance Model Band Dater
Facsimile Signature Rubber Stamp aad Wood Cat
Pearl Check Protector
Local Dater

-2

1-

-3

-4

1- -5

SELF-INKIN-

2
4

x4

x9,

STAMP PADS.

G

cts;
35 cts;
15

3-- 4,

1

2x3
3

3--4,

cts j

2

1-

Otcts;

4

1--

25

-4
27

le.

x3

1- -2,
1--

2,

cts. AH ceiers. Staw iTSd
25 cts per
FOR TYPE SPECIMENS ADDRESS,
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itime when it can't get all it wants Immense, plains.
These are mostly
from the sun it actually steals a little given the names of seas and the
from the earth!
names are far more poetic than those
When the earth was a mass of gas; of the waters of the earth. Thus wo
and lava-likliquid whirling through iind the Sea of Tranquility, the Sea of
space at a terrific rate, a big drop otj Showers, the Sea of Serenity, and the
the material of which it was made .Bay of Rainbows.
formed on one side and was thrown
We see only half of the moon. The
off into space, according to the best other half has never been seen
by
theories. The drop that fell off kept man. And the reason for this Is that
whirling, too, as it. went off into the the moon moves around the earth In
air. It followed the general path of exactly the same time that it takes
the earth, only revolving a bit slower it to spin once on Its axis, 27 days, 7
As the earth cooled the big drop cooled hours, 43 minutes and 11
seconds
too. And that drop became the moon as tne earth turns the same way
we know now. It is the nearest thing there is
always Just one side of the
in the heavens to the earth being ir,oon turned toward us,
only 23S.800 miles away.
The moon gets Its light from the
A person can learn more about the
sun. In other
it simply throws
moon by observing it through a simple a reflection ofwords,
the sun's light But
can
be few
pair of opera glasses than
persons are aware, however, that
learned about, any other heavenly it also
reflects light from the earth.
body, studied in any way, and the There are certain times when it does,
summer time now is the very best however.
time In the year to look at the moon.
You see, the entire surface of the
The great silvery mass of light moon Is not always where the sun's
which was once a part of the earth
light will be reflected to the earth.
is not a flat disk at all, we will find, This is what
gives it the different
but a huge ha.ll witli the very rough
shapes we see. Suppose, for instance,
is
it
A
that
shows
surface.
survey
t
WO nllC.PVQ tllO mr.n ll In ,i.l,of
nnll
completely covered with big bumps
The
npw
then
sun,
and hollows. There are great mount is
just shining on one edge of the great
ains and valleys.
moon ball. But if we look carefully
it
A. P. FERGUSON
we see a rather dark shape that con
In the early days of astronomy
was believed that there were seas and tinues the spherical outline of the
yet almost every village, town or city lakes on the moon. This has since whole moon. This is sometimes calin the world, with the exception ot been
disproved by closer investigation. led the ' old moon In the arms of ihe
the very biggest, has n "moonlight The places where the seas and lakes new moon."
schedule" for street lighting.
were supposed to be were simply the
But that darker reflection, scientists
Now that it is fashionable to In- valleys. The old names of seas and
declare, is usually the reflection of
let's
trusts
and
monopolies,
vestigate
bays and inlets have been retained. the earth's light on the moon. Or rathstart a little investigation of our owninowever for astronomical use.
er a reflection of the sun's light remoon.
at
a
There Of course, then, there
look
the
and take
nt flected from the earth. This is, ot
being
is absolutely no watered stock in this
water on the moon, there is no lif course, not so brignt as the direct recombination.
there. That Is the reason there are no flection of the sun on the moon it
There isn't indeed, a speck of water changes in the surface, astronomers self. . But neither are we wrener in
on the moon anywhere, aespire xne say, although it was believed for a saying that the moon is then
stealing
fact that numerous parts of it have long time that, there were changes.
light from the earth.
rather nautical names.
The mountains, some of which are The most Important Influence of the t
We also want to understand that very high, one at least reaching an al- moon on the earth is in the action
moon
every bit of the light that the
titude of 20,000 feet, are most inter- of the tides.
This is caused by grafurnishes us is Stolen!
esting to study. More than 500 ot vitation and is the force or pull exThe moon is simply a distributing them have been mapped by astrono- erted by the rotation of the moon on
agent for the sun. And the habit of mers and half of these have been act- the water on the surface of the earth.
Both the sun and the moon pull the
stealing light has become so firmly ually named.
fixed with the moon that part of tho
Besides these mountains there are water up as they near the earth. And
the fact that the two are pulling, sometimes together, and sometimes in opposite directions, is what makes the
higher tides the spring tides and the
less high tides the near tides.
The best time to study the summer
moon is when It is full, for then the
jlight of the sun Is shining directly on
jit and there are no shadows to Interrupt the view. When the moon is In
the first (r last quarter there
are
numerous shadows cast by the various
.mountains and valleys. That is what
igives it a mottled appearance.
From the moon we get the word
month, as that is the approximate time
jit takes the moon to go around the
earth.
What is called the "lunar
month" is a month of 2s days.
By ALBERT LORD FERGUSON,
Do you want to meet the head of
a trust that lights the streets of al- most every city in the world at night?
Just go to the window this evening
and take a look at the moon.
That's It!
You never thought of the moon as
a lighting monopoly, did you? And

'Yes, our new wagon 's a Studebaker
the only kind we KNOW

65c
50c
35c
25c

DR. ROBERTS
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Subscribe for the SantA Ft Ne
Work for the New Mexican. ' Tt Is
Mexican, the paper that boosts al)
the time and works for the upbuild' working for you, for Santa Fe and
the new state.
tne of our new Stat.

DODGES

BULLETS,

WRECKS AND BANDITS

IN THRILLING

ESCAPE FROM MEXICO

IT TOOK HER THREE MONTHS TO GET OUT OF BANDIT INFESTED
HAIRMANY
MEXICO, BUT SHE FINALLY SUCCEEDED AFTER

BREADTH ESCAPES.

MRS. GEO. I. HAM.
RAISE,

States a physical wreck and went to
San Francisco,
Calif., July 18.
Bearing tales of looting and other in- France to regain his health,
cidents of the warfare that is stirring
jam i,eid large property interests
Mexico, Mrs. Geo. I. Horn, wife of an jn anl aU0ut Mexico City and his wife
American banker, who had been at- - journeyed there to straighten out his
tempting to reach the United States Lffairs. on the way she was robbed ot
from Mexico City since April 17,
rajiroad tickets and money and
rived here recently from Balboa, Mex- detained for 15 days. She was also .n
ico.
two wrecks. Eventually she was
to return to the United States,
For years ago the bank of which
Ham was president, failed for several but managed to reach Mexico City.
millions, and he was thrown into On her return she had many narrow
Pelem jail and kept there without trial escapes from roving bands of bandits
for three and half years despite the she encountered.
1 am
glad so glad to get back on
appeal made to the American authoriWork
soil that I don't think I shall
American
the
for
When
rebels
ties.
the
New
city
Is
Mexican. It
j
captured
working for you, for Santa Fe and six months ago, the jail was thrown ever leave it again," Mrs. Ham
Hie new state.
i
.
open and Ham returned to the United says,
Las Vegas, N M July 18. At a
of the board of regents of
jtl.e New Mexico Normal University
last night, it was decided to increase
mo salary of the
president of the
normal, Dr. Prank H. H. Roberts. $500
year, making the stipend $3500 per
year. This increase was given in
of the valuable services
that have been rendered by Dr. Roberts and was almost unanimously ac
tepted by the board when brought up
tor discussion.
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HOW THE EARTH LO OKS FROM THE MOON.
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SHOWING REAL

CLASS

IN

plays the game. His reach and ability to keep one foot on thfi bag has
saved intielders many errors.
The second reason Is Clint Rogge
and Andrew Sleight, the youngster
Rogge halls from Adrian,
battery.

Six reasons for Mip showing of the
V. 1! "Tex" Jones,
Des Moines club
Clint Rogge, Andrew Sleight, Kddie
Hahn., Bill Hunter and Joe Leonard.
Ffpm sixth place .In the Western
league race, with a good possibility
of descending to the last runs, to sec- ond place and still fighting that s the
record of the Pes Jlolnes team.
In May, Des Moines, managed and
owned by Frank Isbell, the old Bald

and shift the attack to get the needed results. Murphy a,lso coaches the
outfields and gives a postgraduate
which really
course in the
out to be called
Davis is one of the most valuable
He is a big flywheel in
faculty.
Mack's machine. Harry ranks high as
a tutor.
During a game Harry is posted on
the third base line. He is the inter
mediary between Mack end the men
on. the paths. Davis takes Mlack's
signals and relays them to the runnuru lit. nln Irppns Tltft eve glued Oil
if llA fihOWS
(I.e. r.r,n,,tlr,r nnpvor
signs of fatigue, then the whole plan
of battle is likely to be changed.
In the morning Davis works with
the juveniles. He points out their bat'
ting fielding and base miming faults.

Standing of the Clubs.

At St. Paul
Indianapolis
National League.
Won. Lost.. Pet. St. Paul ,
Club.
Works and
.68K
25
.
.
.
.55
New York

Plrladelphla
Chicago
Fl' t Sbll l'gll

!1 11 c

they don't grasp the
Davis will correct them
If

bat

Pnoklyn

Pc. ton .
Si. Louis
Cincinnati

.

... ....46
....44
....42
,...37
. .

.

.

.

.33

SI
40
39
40
46
50

32

53

.
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-

.

n

.

.

j

j
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well-buil-

AT LEFT, ABOVE, "TEX" JON ES; BELOW, FRANK ISBELL; IN
THE CENTER, CLINT ROGGE; AT RIGHT, ANDY SLEIGHT.
..u
Tifl 'nlm mlaaimr
nil mi," ........... n
Eagle of the White Sox, and Tom UUIIC Ol. Ul
a
which could
be
would
gap
there
seca
as
were
picked
Fairweather,
ond division club. One month later not be filled by any Des Moines playto
the club was conceded a berth in the er. 'Big Tex" who has twice failed
stick in the big leagues, is electrifyfirst division.
l
league by his
What has caused this change which ing the Western
and
hitting.
fielding
r
tallend-etransformed the team from a
In fielding Jones is without a peer
Into a pennant contender? "Big
Tex" Jones, first baseman, is the first in the league. He goes after everyaver-reason.
thing and worries little about his and
ball
the
he
as
so
gets
backlong
is
age
the
Tex"
"Big
practically
1

won-drfu-

AMERICANS ONE STEP
NEGRO PUG RETURNS TO
NEARER CHAMPIONSHIP.
U. S. NO MATCHES.
Wimbledon, Eng., July 18. Maurice
San Francisco, Calif., July 18. Sam
WillR. Norris
Langford, the negro pugilist, arrived E. McLoughlin and
beat
United
States
of
the
today
iams
an
after
here' today from Australia
of
absence of nearly two years. Matches R. B. Powell and B. P. Schwengerstwo
were hard for him to find when lie the Canadian team in the first
left and they look no more plentiful singles matches of the final round in
new Arthur Pelkey, the last recruit the preliminary contest for the Davis
won their
among the white hopes, announced a lawn tennis cup. Both
Mcfew hours before the ship was in sight matches in three straight sets,
that he had drawn the color line. Jess Loughlin being victorious by the score
and Williams by
Willard will not meet a negro. No of ;
other white man heavy or clever
The doubles match will be played
enough to give Langford a creditable
workout is in sight this side of the tomorrow and if necessary two further singles matches on Monday.
Rocky mountains.
10-8-

r
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PITCHERS
WRIVTMIMN6
NEVER TRY

TO
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is

OUT

flfWH
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ALWAYS
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KEEP YOUR HERD
IN A

PINCH-ESPECI-

WHEN OTHER

5IDE
NEVER ABUSE

'
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WE ALL CAW BE
HONORABLE
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PLAYER5(L1KE5DUP;
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Reb Russel. southpaw pitching discovery of the White Sox, is the greatest left hand hurjer in the world, ac
cording to Jack Doyle, scout of Coinis
key's club, who watched the TexAT
wonder perform against the Philadel.
phia Athletics recently in Quaker-town-

Doyle is on the payroll of Comiskey
and might be a trifle perjudiced in
favor of the Old Roman in sizing up
his pitching talent, but. one couldn't
prove this to Doyle. He is not even
open to argument on the proposition.
"I was surprised at the performance
of RusseU," said Doyle after being a
close observer of the youngster in a
hard fought encounter with the heavy
hitting Mackmen, who failed to hit
much on that day. '"I had heard a
great deal about the wonderful pitching prowess of this Texas lad, but I
never expected him to show the stuff
he exhibited that day, against the Athletics.
"Rusell is a better pitcher today
than
Nap Rucker was at his best.
enVictory in one more match will
may sound strong, but it
that
Yes,
able the U. S. team to play England goes. This youngster moves with the
in the challenge found for the trophy.
He
precision of well oiled machine.
never seems to become fussed in the
least. AU his movements are timed
PACING PROGRAM IS
AGAIN POSTPONED. and his control, for a shoutpaw, is
something one will seldom see in a
18.
After
youngster.
Pa.,
July
Pittsburgh,
the Athletics
"I have watched
vainiy trying to put the Brunot Island
and Russell aptract in condition, managers of the against other pitchers
to be the most effective of all
grand circuit races this afternoon can- peared that awful slugging combinaagainst
celed the program for the day.
tion. They were helpless before the
youngster's pitching and had he been
given any support at all at bat the
HAUE
ATHLETICS
j White
Sox undoubtedly would have
GREAT PLAYERS won.
"It is my firm conviction Comiskey
find
Connie Mack's College of Champions has picked up the best pitching
lad has
is producing great results this season. in years. This big farmer
time and
As a result of the soundness of its the stamina to last a long
as
he
should
along, algoes
improve
Athletics
baseball curriculum, the
finished
of
a
seems
the
he
part
seathough
have distanced all rivals in this
pitcher at the start of .'lis major
son's pennant brush.
Here is the faculty of the greatest league career.
"Russell has speed, a good curve,
d
educational institution in
almost
perfect control and unlimited
America:
confidence. He is the best
nerve
nad
President, Cornelius McGillicuddy.
looking young pitcher I have seen in
Dean, Daniel Murphy.
many, many years."
Dean, Harry Davis.
Edward T. Fallowing are some of the characProfessor of
teristics of Russel noticed in following
Collins, A. B.
him
around the country on his first
John
of
Professor
applied infielding,
to Broadway and other places
visit
B.
O.
Barry. F.
Fellow of catching art. Ira Thomas of interest:
io "lemin
His principal beverage
C. O. D.
Of course, the attenuated Mr. Mack, ade" with an amber look.
He retires at 10:30 p. m. and is one
with his shaggy eyebrows and long,
Sox.
lean face, dominates the college. He of the early risers of the White
but
a
card
Is
shark,
becoming
quite
staff
of
his
to
the suggestions
listens
the
to
break
been
known
never
has
noas
or
he
and adopts
rejects them
11:30 p. m. rule for stopping play.
minates, but he isn't at all arbitrary;
Bats and throwh lefthander, but
he encourages rather than frowns on
uses both paws with effect with boxhints from his understeppers.
or wrestling. Also eats
Mack is another Robert E. Lee, who ing
of
the
advice
always cherished the
Has an arm on him that resembles
brigade commanders.
Mahmout, the greatest of foreign
No other team in the country has wrestlers, and knows how to use it.
the benefit of the brains of such an
array of tacticians as the Athletics.
ATHLETICS WILL WIN.
Mack himself is admittedly the master
P.hicaen. .Iniv IS!. Thn Athletics will
of a,ll baseball generals. His handling
of his pitchers this season has no pre- win the American Lague pennant in
a walk in the opinion or Mangaer
cedent in baseball.
of the New York Highlanders.
He has made more substitutions Chance
"Connie Mack has one of the great-et- s
than any other directing boss in the
baseball teams ever assembled,"
two leagues. The Athletics lead their
said Frank. "He has a ereat hitting
wits
the
nine
but
rivals by
games,
combination and his pitch
of Mack were concerned in a big pro- and fielding
are
well. It is not iuck
ers
going
times
portion of th?' 'conquests. Few
that has Dut the Mackmen at the top
has the pitcher who started the game of
the heap it is natural that they
been on hand at the finish.
Every
should be there."
game has .been a problem for Mack.
Chance took exception to Clark GrifHe has r.ad to jockey his curves like
the Athletics
a skipper of a yacht tackling through fith's prediction that
were about to hit the bumps. It will
a squa't.
for the Philadelphia
Ma.J guessed right most of the be easy sailing
men the rest of the season, he
champions of 1902,
tim, or else the1911
1910 and
wouldn't be at
tVe top of the percentage table.
BOXING
He has great assistance from his LEVY STAGES
CARD FOR THURSDAY.
two veteran division
commanders,
Albuquerque,
July 18. Director
Capt Dan Murphy and Harry Davis.
Mexico A. C,
Murphy runs the team as a whole and Mark Levy of the New
aris an authority on attack. He Is quick announced last night that he had
to diagnose the weakness ot a pitcher ranged his gynasium boxing card, to
cork-core-
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Cutting

American League.
Philadelphia at Chicago.
New York at Cleveland.
Washington at St. Louis.

! LtUlSB
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-
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BROS. A CO.,
Albany Street,
Mass,
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.703
.593
.565
Chicago, July 18. Outfielder Larry MULHALL GIVES
.551 Chappelle, purchased by the Chicago
UNWRITTEN HISTORY.
.494 Americans from the Milwaukee club
$15.-00to
be
said
for
consideration
cash
.396
(Continued from page one),
and two players, made his first
.389
.317 appearance in a major league uniform. in our power for Mr. Denby."

He played in left field and Ping Bodie
was shifted to center.
of the
weakness
The principal
Pet.
Sox this year is In the outfield
White
.606
For several seasons President Comis
.571
key has been searching for a hard
.563
hitting and fast outfielder and when
.523
Chapp&lle came to the front this year
.489 he decided to secure him at, any cost
.418 With one exception, the price paid
.407 for Chappelle is the highest ever giv.384 en for a ball player. The largest sum
of money ever given for a player was
the $22,500 paid to St. Paul Association
Pet. club by Pittsburg for Pitcher Marty
of 1911.
.686 O'Toole late in the season
.547 Outfielder Johnny Beall and the catch.523 er yet to be named who were tra.led
.523 for Chappelle in addition to the reporc
.512 ed $15,000 consideration will bring the
close to
.422 total given for the youngster
.395 the record price.
Chappelle is 21 years old, of French
.393
parentage and his home is at
Til.
Mis first nrnfpssional en- was
with the Eau Claire,
jgagement
Wis., team in 1911. The Wisconsin- disbanded
after
Minnesota League
that season and Chappelle was with-jou- t
a job. His release was purchased
by the Milwaukee club for $150. At
the close of Jast season Cleveland of
fered $6,000 for him.
I
In eighty-on- e
games this year,

Where They Play Today
National League.
St. Louis at New York.
Chicago at Boston.
Cincinnati at Philadelphia.
Pittsburgh at Brooklyn.

ill

"GILT EDGE" tUe only ladies' shoe dressing thut
contains Oil. Blacks and 1'oIInIh'p ladies'
and children's nonts and liocs, shines u'ltlioul rob-bl- (,
af,c. "FRENCH GLOSS." 10c.
"DNDY"ionil)inatlon
for
and polishing
all kindsof russet or tan shoe,.,cleaning
r,c. "STAR" siiie, luc.
"QUICK WHITE" (in liquid fonn with sponge) quickly deans and whitens diny canvas shoes, inc. & Ufx:.
'ALBO" cleans and whitens BUCK. NliBUCK.
SlILDE. and CANVAS SHOES.
Ill round white cakes
packed in zinc lioxes, wiih upoinjc, inc. In handsome, large aluminum boxes, with sponge, use.
If .r'turil.',ilcr(les not l.ecp the kfiifl v.m want, sen.t us

and

CHAPPELLE ONLY
A YOUNGSTER YET

League.
Won Lost. Pet.

j

Mich., and came to Des Moines two
youug-stea- r
years ago. He is a
with speed and a good assortment of curves. He won ten games in
a row this season.
Sleight is the sensational catching
ecruit who is playing his first real
year Th good company. Isbell plucked him from the bushes and to aid
Al Shaw, the veteran. But Shaw has
given way to the assistant.
Eddie Hahn, veteran of the White
Sox, Bill Hunter and Joey Leonard,
are
the latter a Chicago semi-pro- ,
playing great ball and helping to
keep Isbell's team in the fight. Hahn
and Hunter are fielders, while Leonard holds down third base. In addition, there is Tom Reilly, shortstop;
Urban Faber, Rogge's mate in the
box; Fred Sweet, also a pitcher, and
"Cap" Andreas.
On June 27 Des Moines was in third
place, but a game behind St. Joseph.
They forced Denver, league leaders,
to take the most disastrous defeat of
the season. Denver has a big lead,
but Des Moines is crowding hard.

Casey;

0

flu

American

right,

REB RUSSELL IS
A REAL WONDER

"TV,

.597 James.
.52 i
At Milwaukee
.519
.481 Louisville
.432 Milwaukee
Toney, Ellis and
.398
.370 and Hughes.

Club.
25
59
Edward Trowbridge Collins is the funadelpliia ..
en35
c"H'-leader of of the players regularly
...51
land
.
.. .48 37
gaged in the game. He is the run-40
. ..49
getting sharp and Mack looks for htm (i,j,.(JTO .
41
lor tne coups on me pains. wiun p,os;on
. .40
is greatly proncient in scienunc m St. Louis .
55
...30
tack. He knows just when to bunt Detroit .
55
.
.35
is
the .ew York
and when to lace the ball. He
...26 50
scoring
speed king of a
'machine.
American Association.
Jack Barry's forte is defense. He
Won. Lost.
Club.
and
the
of
enemy
divines the attack
37
57
"dresses" the field to forestall the par Milwaukee
I
39
52
ticular style of the opposing batsman. ouisville
49
Collins also does the same thing and Columbus
46
the nair work iocether as smoothly as Minneapolis
45
Kansas City
two wheels of the same cycle.
38
Ira Thomas Is the skipper of the Toledo
37
pitchers. He corrects the faults of St. Paul
33
the youthful trajectory hurlers and h'dianapolis
takes them to the "pullpeti" in the afWestern League.
ternoon and keeps them warmed up.
Thomas, like the others, is no silent
Won. Lost.
Club
member of the board of strategy, Denver
27
59
which is winning a fifth American
39
47
)eg koines
League pennant for the sage of Le42
46
high Avenue.
41
45
Lincoln '.

FOR

LARGEST

BASEBALL

t.

HOT WESTERN LEAGUE RACE

FUN

QUALITY

Car-wit- h

MOINES TEAM

DES

1913.

JM wemores

N

sip
CLIMBING

Bender and Schang; Russell and
be staged Thursday, July 24. Jack
Torres and Manuel Stern, lightweights Schalk.
will meet in the main event, which
At Cleveland
route,
will be over the
0
5 12
while Young Joe Rivers and Young New York
2 6 5 FINEST
Jack Carson will travel six rounds 'Cleveland
and Harney Kurtz will box six rounds; Ford and Gossett; tJregg and
Del Alarid, of Santa Fe. TlieUsch.
bout will be staged at the New Mexi
American Association.
co A. C. gym. starting at 8:30 p. in.
Ar Minneapolis
(First game)
Columbus
4 7 0
2 7 2
Minneapolis
Davis and Smith;
Patterson and
Owens.

18,

j

Cliap-ipell-

has batted

e

.356.
t

FOUR TEN ROUND
BOUTS ON THE CARD.

Mulhall
1908,
wrote
11,
Sept.
Schwedtman about a visit to Cincinnati and breakfast with A. I. Vorys,
"Mr. Taft's chief of staff."
"Vorys was an entirely different
man to what he was in Chicago," the
letter said: "He is more than anxious
to have some of our people see Judge
Taft and to get our people actively to
work. I convinced vorys that u ne
wished to get a large percentage of
our organization busy he had better
get Judge Taft to get in communica
tion with Mr. Van Cleave, Mr. Parry,
Mr. Kirby, Mr. Schwedtman and the
other leaders. This, he claimed, he
would .bring about in the very near
future and wanted me 'to aid him."
Septermer 11, 190S, Mulhall wrote
Congressman Fassett that the manufacturers would be glad to aid him if
he wanted it.
"Fassett declined that aid," said
Mulhall. "He helped us on some bills
tut only because he was a good party
man,
"I want to say something also about
Mr. Swager Sherley, who was mentioned here the other day. All I know
about Mr. Sherley is the letter Emery
wrote. I never approached Sherley.
"I always thought he was above reproach and never spoke to the gentleman in my life.

Vorys Denies.
Columbus, Ohio, July 18.- - --TJpon his
- Denver, July 18. The eight boxers!
ft vacation
frQm
turn here'
who are to participate in the forty
in Canada, Arthur I. Vorys, who
ttip
rounds of boxing at the stock yards managed the Taft campaign in 190S,
pavilion tonight are ready for the issued a statement denying assertions
gong. The card is one of the best of made by Martin M. Mulhall before the
fcred the Denver fight goers in years;, i senat6 investigating
committee at
The four bouts on the program are Washington.
route and th6
all over the
National League.
"I remember that Mulhall came to
are:
principals
At Brooklyn
said Mr. Vorys, "uninheadquarters,"
Frankie Wthitney vs. Phil Knight.
2
12
He assured me
12
and
vited
unexpected.
Pittsburgh
Benny Chavez vs. Kid Peppers.
1
2
5
that the Manufacturers association
Brooklyn
Louie Newman vs. Kid Morrisey.
was. about to be given proper recognf-tionanAdams and Simon; Curtis, Wagner,
"Red" Butler, vs. Jack Skelly.
he wanted me to invite a comHall, Kent and Fischer.
mittee of its members to Washington.
JURY OUT 21 HOURS
I refused to do this.
There was n
At PhiladelphiaIN OREGON CASE.
5
Cincinnati
question about what the manufacturers were doing for Taft. It was the
.3
Philadelphia
Portland, Oregon, July 18. The labor Vote you had to look out for. I
Brown and Kling: Chalmers, May- jury in the case of E. E. C. VonKIein, never promised the association or any
er and Howley, Killifer.
tried on the charge of having married one else that President Taft would
woman here last fall and robbed her name
a
At New York (First game)
any person to a cabinet position.
4 6 2 Oi. her diamonds before deserting her, I regarded Mulhall in the same light
St. Louis
was still out at noon today, 21 hours 1 would thousands of such characters,
3 4
New York
after the jurors retired for delibera- vho swarm around political headand
Perritt
Wingo;
Geyer, Sallee,
tion. Court officers anticipated a
Wil
Crandall
and
quarters in a presidential year."
Meyers,
Tesreau,
son.
INDICTMENTS CHARGING
KANSAS ENJOYS RELIEF
At New York (Second game)
RIOTING ARE RETURNED.
FROM EXCESSIVE HEAT
0"o""0
St. Louis
18.
A
break
Kansas City, Mo., July
0
Salem, Mass., July 18. Nathaniel
5 10
New York
in the heat wave that for three days
of Boston, and Carroll L.
Iarmanrt,
Perritt and Wingo, Roberts;
has sent the thermometer well above
of Lowell, Industrial Workand Meyers, Wilson.
the 100 mark in Kansas and most of Fingree,
ers of the World leaders, and 17 forby reports
Missouri, was indicated
were inOb- eign residents of Ipswich,
American League.
Weather
United
States
reaching
The
for
dicted
rioting.
today
charges
Maximum
server Conner here today.
At Chicago
said, grew out of a riot at the Ipswich
observer
temperatures the
4 9
would be from five to Beven degrees Hosiery company's plants at Ipswich
Philadelphia
last month when a woman was killed.
1 5
lower than yesterday.
Chicago
American Association.
Louisville at Milwaukee.
Toledo at Kansas City.
Columbus at Minneapolis.
Indianapolis at St. Paul.

'

Today's Games.

ten-roun- d

d
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Matli-ewso-

A

PRINCE

AND

n

BUT

PRINCESS,

JUST

You never could tell, by looking at
them, that their fathers are kings,
could you? The pretty girl with liet
short socks and fluffy hair is Princess
Beatrice, one of the children of King
Alfonso of Spain.
The little chap in a sailor suit and
cap is Prince Humbert, or Prince of
Piedmont, heir to the Italian throne.
Princess Beatrice is learning just
as fast as she can all her small head
will hold.
And the Prince of Piedmont well,
he is an accomplished rider already.
And he has commenced a course of
military training. He will be seven
years old in September.

LITTLE

FOLKS !
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(were accompanied from Ksiianula bv
Dr. Jilacknmr and J. It. Hall.
Frank Hint returned last night from
UNITED
a. ten day fishing
BANK
CO.
DOT
trip in ihe Jeme.
GO.
mountains neur the Sulphur springs.
TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS:
M Dr. J.
Sloan, who nrainipiinlod him.
Teleohone
the Postal Tele- will not. return for several days yet,
If
not
do
company
you
graph
get
(iovernor V. C. McDonald left this
your paper and one will be de- - N
JIHIIIIIIIMMIIIIMMMIIIIMIIIIIMIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIMIIIIMIIMIIIMIIIIMMIIIIIMIIIlMlllik
X afternoon for a short trip to his ranch
llvered to you at one:.
in Lincoln county,
tin will return as
soon as ho possibly can. although his
!
j
We are making SPECIAL PRICES on all
H. 11. ThonipHon of Clayton, Is spend private interests demand (hat he make
MIIIIIIIMMHMfiMi
IIIIIIIIIMIHIIIIMIIIMMIIMIIIIIIIIIinilMMml,MIMMMM
the
Men's and Boys' Suits. Be sure and see us
trip.
iiiK a few days in Ihe capital.
125 Palace Ave'
Judge N. B. Lauglilin who lias been
O. I. Owen, member of the corporaN. B. LAUGHLIN, President
JW. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.
before
buying. Our assortment is large and
tion commission, left today for a short confined to home limits for the past
ten days by illness, is reported better
J. B. UMY,
Iiiiuiniicu tfln iit
...wl L..,.
the
lowest.
prices
and will soon be regularly at his of- blossoms.
Si well.
Her shower bouquet of
fice in the U. S. Hank ami Trust
OOa&mGGGOmC
Mrs. H.
bride's roses. Miss Edith llampel,
Pankey. wile of Senator
210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.
PHONE 180.
sister of the groom, acted as brides- Pankey. and son Dana, an visiting' at
Irnman A. Spencer, secretary to maid and was gowned in light blue
the home of Sirs. Henry Workman at
Governor Wm. C. McDonald in his niessalin and chiffon, and wore a pic- San Diego.
FOR SALE-CI- TY
Frank Schumann of .Memphis, Ten- - private capacity, and the proud father ture hat to match. She carried pink
5 Room Modern Brick Cottage, 2 blocks from Plaza, Price
arrived today and will visit of (he governor's granddaughter, re- roses. Clarence llampel, brother of
$3,800 J
w .
r
P
it
j
jj
at the home of his brother, ,1. G, turned to Tarrizozo yesterday after the groom, acted as best man. Imo Koom moaern
o diocks
frame tonage,
irom Fiaza, Price 2,500
IVOii WITH IIAVWARD AM) REST CONTENT.
ten days spent at the executive man- - mediately after the ceremony a wedSchumann.
6 Room Modern Adobe Cottage, 2 blocks from Capitol, Price
3,000
T. la. Capt, inspector for the Cattle sion.
was
breakfast
at
served
the
ding
6 Room Modern Brick Cottage, 3 blocks from Plaza, Price
4,800
A. C. Heard and party of Carlsbad
home of Mr. anil Mrs. John llampel.
Sanitary Board, with headquarters at
10 Room Modern Adobe House, (double) rents for $45, Price
in
is
the city today on who have been touring tins end of the The dining room was beautifully decAlbuquerque,
5,000
adobe house on Galisteo Street, with city water and eljofiielal business.
jslate for several days, started to l.as orated with pink and lavender sweet
FOR SALE-RAN- CH
ectric lights; no bath. Lot 55x158 feet with a dozen bearing fruit
I.eRoy Moore yesterday tool; Mrs. Vegas day before yeste. day. but could peas and smilax. During the afternoon
2 Ranches in the Tesuque Valley
Moore and children and Mrs. Carl only go as far as the Vallev Ranch, an informal reception was held and
trees, chicken house and yard. Adobe barn in need of repairs. Two
10 Ranches in the Espanola
hundred dollars added to purchase price of this property in way of
many friends called to wish the bride
liishop up to the Valley ltanch for a the roads (i 'O t ll f TP to V Jl S I) V
Valley
3 Large Grants in the State
few days stay.
land groom happiness. The happy
repairs and Improvements will greatly enhance value.
impassable on account of washouts,
Alius Jean Kennedy of Oil
couple left on the six twenty train for
Four Room Modern Brick Cottages
City,
Price, $1,825.00. Reasonable Terms.
RFNIT-Denver where Thy will remain for
1
ennsylvania, is the guest of her uti
Five Room Modern Brick Cottage
two weeks. They will be at home aftle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. 1). Delos
er August 1st, at. 225 Agua Fria street,
"Wakelee at Lamy.
J. R. Ball, a well known Espanola
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building', Santa Fe, N. M.
Bitter Butter 35c lb. at Andrews. IV ELLEN'S ROAD IS
nan, was in the city over night
GNAGEY
NUFF
&
SAID,
IF
S REAL ESTATriiAV WARL TfiAS IT.
::::
T
BEING INVESTIGATED.
down last evening and returning
(C. A.
home this morning,
D.
Attor-IS.
j
Washington,
C,
July
INSURANCE
SURETY BONDS
LOANS
Girls
La
Picnic
are
Travajadores
Robert Ormsboe, chief clerk to War-icleney General AlcReynolds was asked
McManus at the state penitentiary, I icnicing today on the river bank on today if the resignation of President
Phone, 189 J.
e Boyle place.
tl
,
.Is
few
a
spending
days in Albuquer-'que:
i 19 San Francisco St.,
:
of the New York, New Haven
Santa Fe, New Mexico- Come One, Come All To the Camp Mellen,
his former home.
mm
1 M 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Hartford railroad, would have any
i
Girl's
Fire
dance
first
the
ai
M R. White and wife, of Rockfoid,
library effect on the
government's
investiga'iuJul'
t&Oaa&XOSXU
IIHinots, were the only visitors jester-A
of the road's operations In search
a Keingiirdt, has !tton
liday at the Archaeological school and! ouy
of
violations
of
the
law.
Sherman
When you can buy PERCOLATORS and CHAFING
Hardbought from the
Museum of New Mexico
"I hope Mr. Mellin's resignation J
DISHES run by electricity or alcohol ? I have a fine
Summers Kurkhart, legal advisor to ware company a Ford touring car.
a
indicates
desire
on
the
of
the
part
You will find many good smokes in
assortment of the Sterneau " Inferno," all high-grad- e
Governor McDonald, returned to his
our cigar cas. No trouble to select road to come more closely within the s
in
last
Albuquerque
evening the
chafing dishes, on which you can cook a
jhoine
law than it has," was the attorney
particular size, shape and shade
after spending several days here.
and
the percolators which w ill make a cup
meal,,
reply.
a
general's
ROUND TRIP EXCURSION FARE
you like. Zook's.
Mrs. M. V. Dunlavy. who
ot most delicious coffee in a few minutes.
In an official statement Issued in J
about
are
at
tite
of
end
Raspberries
a.
ment
serious operation at St.
Mr. Mellens' behalf, it. was said thai'
cent hospital yesterday morning, is uie season. i;ep a supply at once he had felt it necessary to
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
H. C. YONTZ,
resign be
fiom
Co.
&
Kaune
ROUND TRIP
Also
EXCURSION
waleriiielons, cause of the
rrported doing as well as could pos- existence
of
"discertain
cantaloupes, etc. See new ad today.
sibly be expectd.
FOR SALIC All kinds of building quieting possibilities for the New HavDr. W. L. Hrown of Kspanola was in
en road and its allied properties."
FARE, SANTA FE
lumber. 314 Calisteo street.
He added that he felt he had been'
jthe city last night and while ... here
A TIME AND MOXKY
I
SAVKR
.In. ...;..n;,w.l ...u
in anything he had done and
.1aliia4
TO DENVER, COLORADO,
will teach you how to make a com- justified
.
.
.......
.j re county met!would not attempt
to
the
ineeung oi uie annul
pressed yeast which beats any yeast causes that led to the explain
leal society last night.
"disquieting
j manufactured.
My ycusv won't cost
itev. ijeoniutis tsinitn returned last lover lie a pound to make and will possibilities."
!(
The following committee was ap
levelling from a short outing on the intake the finest, light bread in
W. A. WILLIAMS, - to
to name his successor:
upper Rio Crande near Barranca at fi hours.
For particulars address pointed
P.
J.
Theodore
X.
Vail.
Morgan,
......
the camp of the Hound Hill Flacer
H. Miller, San Antonio, New
Samuel Roa. William Skinner, Edward
Cold Mining company.
Mexico.
and Robert Taft.
.Toe
ICast
li.
Home Made currant jelly and apple Milligan
Wayward and
Joseph
Hack
'
Lines.
Rebutter at Andrews.
jwood returned last evening from a
Asks Judgment Asking judgment
trip in Santa Clara canyon. They
Best Rigs you
for $22rn, the First National bank
SADDLE POMES.
TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.
PROMPT SERVICE.
brought suit in the district
!
jeeurt. against the Hughes .Mercantile
Phone 139. 310 San Francisco St.
company of Estaneia, IS. O. McLean,
L A. Hughes mid G. H. Van Stone,
says the Albuunernue Journal. The
1913".
)own in Mind Unable to Work,lH',ion is bilKPd " a aliped promtsDates
August 7, 9, 10, II and 12,
ory note for p,7,t. The amount for
.
which it asks Judgment is unpaid, acand What Helped Her.
Final Return Limit, August 25, 1913.
The Best That Can be Bought!
cording to the hunk's complaint.
Santa Fe Men Named Judgment
AT ANY PRICE
WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P A.,
244 SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
Summit Point, W. Va. Mis, Anna oi partition in the rase of Trinidad
no
Take
chances on either
Belle Emey. of this nlace. savs: I suf- - Baon et ai against (he unknown heirs
We
You Money.
fered for 15 years with an awful pain in ot Jncinto lTalaez. deceased, et al was when a small amount will
give
my right side, caused from womanly filed yesterday in the district court,
the
that
you
214
protection
you
trouble, and doctored lots for it, but withneed, and when you do use inout success. 1 suffered so very much, according to the Albuquerque Journal.
We
for
The
court found about loo heirs, who surance get the best, as it is
that 1 became down in mind, and as helpless as a baby. 1 was in the worst kind pre named in the Judgment and apL. A. HUGHES,
C. L. POLLARD,
the cheapest, and
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
J. CRICHT0N,
-:- WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
ot stiape. Was unable to do any work, pointed a commission
to determine
PrlSident.
&
ALWAYS SEE
I began taking Cardui, the womar's whether the land can be divided
Manager Treasurer.
Secretary.
Guaranteed Pure, Clean and Wholesome.
tonic, and got relief from the very first among them. The commisison con-dose. - By the time I had taken 12 botBts of Leroy O. Moore, Fritz MidIMMtllllllllllltM
tles, my health was completely restored.
and C. C. C'losson, all of Santa
1 am now 48
years years old, but feel as ler
United
Office
Bank
States
Building
Fe. The land to be partitioned is
good as I did when only 16.
CO.
(K1KST .'U)Oii)
Cardui certainly saved me from losino the La Majada grant. The case was
has
who
I
filed
Insur
M. O'CONNELL,
several years ago.
purchased the
my mind, and feel it my duty to speak
- - 1 16
in its favor. I wish 1 had some power
ance Business of the L. A.
Zook's Benzoin, Witch Hazel and
over poor, suffering women, and could Almond Cream is lino for
sunburn and
Harvey Agency. Strong lines.
nidke them know the good it would do windburn.
(INCORPORATED)
Take a bottle with vnn on goodcompanies.goed'protection
inem.
vacation.
If you suffer from any of the ailments your
Guaranteed Watermelons,
a new
to
it
will
women,
peculiar
certainly be
worth your while to give Cardui a trial. lot at Andrews.
Concert for Free Dispensary
It has been helping weak women for
The
more than 50 years, and will help you, concert at the Scottish Kite cathedral
ioo.
on July 25th at which time the
DISTRIBUTOR OF
Child's Welfare department of the
Try Cardui. Your druggist sells it.
Fe
Santa
Woman's club will present
Write to: Chattanooga
Medicine Co., Lad'es'
Builddvisory Dept., Chattanooga, Term., for Stnial
Mrs. Ada Pierce-Winand Miss Ger11
rtriti tions on your case and
book, '"Home trude Concaniion is
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
of great interest
eaiment for Women," in plain wrapper. N.C. 121
of
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
to those desiring to uplift their home
town as well as to those Interested
water. Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
in music.
Aside from the fact that
TELEPHONE 35 J
Santa Fe, New Me.
this
be
concert
is
to
KAUNE
by far the most
GO,
H.
excellent offered from a musical point
of view in many a day, the interest
GENERAL TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE
Where Quality Governs the Price of all will be aroused when they learn
that the proceeds will go to establish
and Price the Quality
a free dispensary in a room at St.
LC7 Vour Business Solicited.
EBl
UNTIL THE CANNING
Vincent's Sanitarium where the babies and needy mothers can receive
SEASON IS RIGHT UPfree medical attention and drugs. This
Phone 100 and 35 W.
Foot of Montezuma Ave.
cause is of great value for the care
ON YOU TO BUY YOUR
that the child receives in infancy goes
to the upbuilding of the race. Not
FRUIT JARS. GET EARonly will the dispensary endeavor to
LY AND BE SURE OF
aid those who are able to come to its
quarters but at the earliest opporGETTING THE PROPER
tunity a visiting trained nurse will
be procured to go to the homes where
WE HAVE A
SIZES.
the patient is too ill to be brought
out. This worthy cause ought to reLINE
IN
COMPLETE
ceive the support of every person in
banta Fe for conservation
of the
child means the strength of the future
$21.10 Colorado Springs, $18.15
Denver,
.
low
Are now
race and where the family is unable
16.35
to care for the child it is the duty of
Pueblo,
Lake, Ogden, 40.00
.
be
the community to take up this work.
51.85 St. Louis, . . . . 47.35
Chicago, .
Any kind of nursing bottle you want
of
all
nipples
styles, brushes, baby
ARE RECEIVING DAILY SHIPMENTS
51.85 Buffalo, N. Y., . . 66.45
St. Paul, .
foods, talcum powders and the most
No
COURSES OFFERED: Mine Engineering, Mining
Do not delay, as they will
careful prescription department to
New York,
78.85 Atlantic City, . . 79.35
Rubber Ring
Geology, Metallurgical Engineering, Civil Engineerhelp baby when ill. Zook's.
soon be off the market.
Gold
Enameled
Cap
Cauliflower,
Engineering and Mechanical Engicucumbers,
ing, Electrica
On sale daily June 1st to Sept. 30th. Return limit, October
cabbage,
OF
WE ARE RECEIVING DAILY SHIPMENTS
turnips, beets, carrots, peas, green
3 1st, except that to points east of Chicago and St. Louis
neering.
and wax beans, tomatoes, bell peppers,
FOR HOME CANNING
return limit is 60 days from date of sale.
ADVANTAGES: Requirements fully up to those
STEAMBOAT
green chili, crookneck and bush
Meats
schools
of
mines everywhere; close
of standard
squash, lettuce, green onions, parsley,
SPRINGS
Fish
soup bunches radishes, tomorrow at
proximity to a great variety of mines and smelters,
LOS ANGELES,
SAN FRANCISCO,
Andrews.
Left-Over- s
where the various metallurgical processes are ilSAN DIEGO,
OAKLAND,
Krachenberg-Hampe- l
Wedding
Vegetables
lustrated; salubrious climate; water famed for Its
On sale daily, June 1st to
1913.
The
Return
was
church
scene
the
limit, October Jlst, 1913
Guadalupe
30th,
Sept.
CANTALOUPES,
WATERMELONS,
"
of a very pretty wedding Wednesday
purity; good dormitory'aeeommodations at low cos:
EXCURSIONS
SPECIAL
NATIVE PEACHES, APRICOTS,
etc- morning at 9:30 o'clock, when Miss
i.
'V;;,
LOS ANGELES,
.
,SAN FRANCISCO,
CC
became the
&A( EC
Karolyn
Krachenberg
ETC.
PLUMS,
ETC.,
SAN DIEGO,
OAKLAND,
For full Information, or' catalogue, address
bride of Eugene ChaIes Hampel. Dur- Keeps them perfectly forever
Dates of sale, June 30, July 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. Return limit, August 31st.
with
ing the ceremony Miss Hinojos sang
original flavor
a beautiful Ave Maria. Miss Gerish
Also on sale Aujust 22, 23,24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29. Return limit, Oct. 27, 1913.
color
THE REGISTRAR
played the wedding march. Rev. A. Air-Tigg
SUMMER TOURIST RATES
KAUNE
of
CO.
this
Besset,
the
H.
MEXICO SCHOOL OF MINES,
city, performed
No Zinc Cap
Wide Mouth
on sale to many other points in the United States and Canada.
marriage ceremony. The bride was
SOCORRO, NEW MEXICO.
DOZEN TODAY
gowned in a creation of brocaded TRY
For further particulars call on or address,
B-- st
charmeause, elaborately trimmed in
SANTA FE, N. M.
S. LUTZ,
real lace and pearls. Her veil was of
Co
..
tulle, caught to her hair with orange'
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in a modem building?
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the old style architecture where
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stop and look at our homos inwere
It. not that they are built on
lived, and admire them,
the
the attention it does were
attract
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form?
in
modern
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and chamber of commerce.
Therein lies the hope of the planning board Fe the
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Santa
city beautiful
make
would
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architecture, with
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within its gates and converting then, into
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D. Morford, of the advertising department
Santa Fe Railroad, brought out some interesting
the most captious critic can
faBl8;f.
f.,r . advertising Santa Fe is concerned
have received exceUen pub-We
Hardfy f nd
e railroad company.
h
with the traffic
moat effective manner. We have felt aggrieved
reai, T
Srtmont! feeling that this point on the road, which is left
out of the pic
and
one from every standpoint, has been side tracked
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known as the "New
In the Plans tor the future building in this city,
seemed at firs to have
the
founders
of
ideas
tho
movemont.
Old SantaVin a fair way to result
been misunderstood, and a little friction was
hoard or those interested
the
of
planning
city
Intention
It was ever the
which are natural
features
those
retain
Fe
to have Santa
in the
building
or
public
residence
in
used
a to the materials
to
to
mechanics or buUd.ng con
on or to interfere in any manner with
or residences ol
was no thought of abolishing brick cottages,
The only desire
or public buildings.
character
houses
commercial
or
my
etalu as far as possible, the old Spanish style 'of architecture,
has come
handing
stucco linish, w hich is a part of the ancient mode that
, u
down for centuries.
in.
-oew"
",v
"J'"""
this little misunderstanding
a
was
but
t
established
movers of the enterprise been clearly
4ent o,
to curtail building n
ate pant of the publicity program, it was not
th a old city
but to increase it. It was with the hope of making
distinctive in its character to such an extent that not only would tounsts be
attracted here, but permanent residents as well.to do this. Our very identity
A modern style would not have a tendency
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THEY'RE ouKuENbOnE..!

DONT

the movement down to a working
basis. One of the drawbacks to the
universal building of Spanish style
residences has been the lack of plans
of architecture in this particular field.
The way is open now and our builders and contractors will have something to work on.
hope
As one citizen of Santa Fe,
this move will be successful. It certainly is a step forward. It is distinctly in the interest of Santa Ke's
future growth, popularity and
I am glad the matter was
threshed out at the meeting the otiier
night and that the real intention of
the planning board laid bare, so that
it could be fully understood that there
was no thought of discrimin I'lou
against any mechanics, but rather an
effort to bring more bulld'rig' to
Santa Fe, and such buildings as .mld
bring additional attractions to out-
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how come it that last year's sales of inebriating
over
parted by Uncle Sam, were the largest ever recorded and showed a gain
the vear before larger than the gain in population? barrels and in whisky and
The increase in beer drinking was a miUion
inhabitant
gallons, enough to "treat" every
brandy seven and a half million
souse.
a
to
as
give pa
a number of times, as well
Maine affords one clue.
in
Perhaps a recent happening up
in that state, has as a matter ol
Portland,
"dry,"
theoretically
Though
Of late its degree of
noto ions fact, long been moist and at times even wet.
Sheriff Scully to do some
to
force
as
excessive
so
been
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alcoholic humidity
high class sleuthing.
he located
As a result of earnest vigilance and several exciting chases,
continued
and dislocated an "automobile express." But the moistness until a luckless
Finally he fixed up a coast patrol. It wasn't, though,
the mystery was
vessel grounded In a gale and lightered her cargo that
man found 1300 kegs and a numsheriffs
the
beach
on
the
riled
explained,
to cause the judicious to
ber of boxes, the contents whereof were calculated
Rn,
bad as you
Now the folks who were in this smuggling trade weren't as
money, but a number just rot
might suppose. Some, of course, were in it for
of adventure
fun The challenge of the prohibitory law roused their spirit
it was forbidden.
because
fruit
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chiefly
the
sought
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No, we haven't solved the liquor problem.
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$250,000

GIRL IN A CANOE
SHOWS BRAVERY

The Montezuma Hotel

.Minneapolis, July IS. Startled from
her reading by the cry "man overboard." Miss Mabel Flowers, laghter

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.

WOODY S STAGE LINE

s

ANNOUNCEMENT!
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THERE

HONEST
THE

BILLIARD

MONTEZUMA

at

lias Engaged

PARLORS,

a Great Expense,

MARCUS CATTON,
of the Famous

Son

"BILLY" CATTON,
who will manage his billiard parlors and Instruct those desiring to
learn the game. All new tables,
new cues, and a quiet, gentlemanly
lounging room for those who cater
to the pastime.

WELCOME

EVERYONE

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered hacks and good
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
furnished commercial men to take In
the surrounding towns. Wire Embudo
station.
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INSURANCE

La Salle Hotel 8
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.

Prom

MR. HARVEY OATMAN,
Proprietor of the

THE

j

Rooms en suit with

Cuisine, and Table Service Unexcelled.
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AND PROFITS,

SURPLUS

If we can benefit anyone
we will gladly do so. If you can
benefit us we will try to show our apColumbus Courier,
preciation.

Fire,

Life, lAccldent

1 CHARLEY GANN, Prop'r

Plate Glass, Etc. Etc

I
I

REAL ESTATE

European Plan.
Meals At All Hours.
1 Elegant Rooms in Connec-- j
tion. Steam Heat,
1 Electric Lights and Baths.

I
I

RATES: 50c and 75c PER
241 San Francisco Street.

j
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DAY.

Corner Plaza,

S, W.

ii
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City Property, Farms

Ranches, Orchards
Land Grants, Etc

Surety Bonds
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"Fixit Shop"

Of

All Kinds.

Telephone 194 W., Room 24

For Repairing of All Kinds
In Metal and Wood

LAUGHLIN

GUNS, BICYCLE,

-

SANTA FE

BUILDING,

NEWMBXICO

LOCK, KEY and
MACHINERY
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of Charles H. Flower. No. 2108 Oak
land avenue, raced hot' canoe Idyl
to the middle of Lake Harrie,
Hour
AW FALL AN'
found Farrell Frazier of No. 816 Seven
UP
GET HURT,
teenth avenue S., struggling feebly in
the water, and with an arm around
tho drowning: man's neck supported
him nearly Ave minutes until he could
be lifted into a rowboat which Miss
Flowers had outdistanced.
FRWUUY.18.
Miss Flowers then paddlecl back to
the shore and begged that the rescue
be kept quiet and went home.
Frazier, who waB in a
THE BYSTANDER
condition when laid on the
of
the lake, was revived and Is
shore
SEES IT
jnone. the worse for his experience.
siders.
Although she cannot swim a stroke,
The Elks' building is a fair sample Miss Flower, who is twenty-fou- r
years
They Like the Plans.
ol what the committee had in mind
bhe was
o,d, is a.i expert canoeist,
yesterwas
I
McFie
speaking
.hidgp
and
stuccoed,
'o'liiging 111 her canoe near the west
had a brick building,
day of a number of people who
think everyone will admit that it is a shore canoe racks, reading, when a
east,
the
from
Fe
lately been in Santa
her attention.
strong argument in favor of the proand had been through the Old Pal posed plan. There are many other ex- cry caught
Near the middle of the lake she
ace and all expressed the keenest
amples in Santa Fe, as well and each
overturned canoe and a man
delight in what they saw, and without one adds to the force of the argument. isaw an
in the water. Seizing a
the
looked
at
struggling
plans
as
they
exception,
Unanimity of action in this direc- v. icdle, p'i- shot her canoe across ihe
prehave
board
which the planning
car- tion will bring splendid results.
water. In a few minutes Miss Flowpared, they urged that they be
its
ers found Frazier treading water and
retain
Fe
ried out and that Santa
feebly to swim, He had
individuality which is so marked and AMONG
EDITORS. struggling
cmno Hrtwn.. rnfn tt was
.. - learned later.
which is a big asset.
'
on an air cushion
his
had
.lost
tnd
grip
is
new.
it
This idea appeals because
Don't Lie.
had Beized when the canoe
lie
that
it
like
There is absolutely nothing
rival noi upset He had been taken
with
it strikes J lie neither against your
throughout the east and
back cramps and was almost sinkins.'.
kick
will
town.
It
for
your
is
attention
whose
all
those
favorably
time like an engine that is timed
Sitting far back in the canoe, an'l
drawn to it. I can reca.U when I came every
too fast. Knowles News.
imit
at Hie risk of capsizing, she hooked
how
west thirteen years ago.
The Restraint.
for it
her prm around Frazier's neck and
pressed me, and the admiration
With ",0,000,000 pounds of butter in held his head above the water until
never got out of my blood. It seemed
cold storage and the price going up it '.ernl rowboats reached the
like coming into a new land. That is
,d Frazier was lifted out.
No portion appears that there exists a conspiracy
what impresses everyone.
!
restraint of eating. Fort Sumner
'I have heard," said Miss Fijw.;"!,
of the southwest, particularly, strikes
is Review.
the young man had gone out
"that
does.
Fe
Why
as
Santa
strangers
On.
Another
Put
canoe alone. As he was lues- the
in
individuality.
of
its
Tt
is because
it?
in canoeir. he prrhahly
remake
and
yeriei'ced
official
fails,
When any public
Tret's hold on to this feature
fuses or neglects his public duties, made t wr. rg stroi;.. VNith the pi Idle
the most of it.
the sniden
Another point brought out by Judge that official should be caught out be- and in tryina to corro-;the ni. 'it, overt .1111.
McFie was our failure to make any- tween bases and someone put on the r?i"ei:.ent
it."
thing of our cliff dwellings, from the job who can run it. Aztec Index.
Ktandnoint of utility to Santa Fe. Sev
Reason For Demand.
eral persons came here, wanting to
When a duck lays an egg she wadARE
mnlte the trit). We could not promise dles off and says nothing. When a hen
for
WORLD
MEN IN
that they would find the road fit
lays an egg there's noise. The hen
auto travel. They did not go. Have pdvertlses!
Hence the demand for
we not been neglecting an opportunity hen eggs. Cimarron News.
THEY ARE HONEST
in this narticular and have we not
The Meanest Man.
Artesia. N. M., July 18. P. V. Para
,011
very
dividends
failPd to realize
The meanest man has really been don, of this place, has learned that
valuable asset?
In dying, he left there are honest men in the world.
found this time.
T am: clad
that Judge Abbott came orders that his wife should not be The first
cutting of alfalfa occurred in
matdown last week to talk this road
to attend his funeral. Think this valley two months ago. One day
permitted
ter over' It had a tendency to bring ol the pleasure she missed In beiiip p friend of Pardon's told that lumber
us to our senses and now, work will fcrbidden to see a husband like that man
that he was very short of help in
be done on the road, making it fit buried. Raton
1 is hay field, and Pardon dffered to asRange.
in
adver
use
no
is
for travel. There
A Bright Future.
sist him one afternoon. He went out
tising your goods if you cannot show
Clovis has a bright future. The to the field after dinner and took
them, and we have certainly nao a
which will come this fall charge of the bailing machine, and
mighty poor equipment for showing piosperity
That and winter will be of the permanent everything went well.
miru lin tn the nresent time.
The wise investor will cling
Next morning in town Mr. Pardon
lias been Santa Fe's trouble in the variety.
town
to
new
his
in
the
best
property
and
bought
something at a store and put
not
been prepared,
past, we have
am glad to see a tendency toward with the best future in the southwest. his hand in his pocket to get his purse
Clovis News.
rnd pay the merchant but there was
remedying the defect.
Too Expensive.
no purse. He searched but could not
Secretary Daniels is the product of jlind it, and finally gave it up as lost.
Fashion Rules.
Fashions do seem to rule the world. the prlntery and while history is Yesterday he received the following
A few days ago I saw this dispatch silent upon the point, yet it Is prob- letter.
"Birmingham, Ala., July 10, 3913.
from Paris given by the news col- able that he has full knowledge of the
intricacies of such things as the "of- "Mr. P. V. Pardon,
umns:
"Count de Kergorlay has just won in fice towel." Mr. Daniels has an eye
"Artesia, N. M.
court an order granting him $200 re- for nice things and looking over the "Dear Sir:
"Herewith please find your purse,
bate from an automobile manufactur- rugs In the navy department decided
er because the limousine he purchased to get some new garments for the e with papers and $22. I was opening a
floors. Accordingly he ordered up I ale of alfalfa hay that I bought yes
had a roof too low to accommodate
the high plumes his wife wore on her a cargo of samples, and made his terday, and this purse fell out. At it
hat. The judge ruled that it was the choice, but when he found that the happened to have your name on many
were J200O papers I am making certain that it Is
rugs
duty of a manufacturer of cars of fash- pretty oriental
ion to take account of the fact that apiece, he put up his hands and shout- yours and am returning it. If it
ed: "Mercy, take them away," or chances thut this is your way of adlong plumes are being, worn."
Honestly, doesn't that strike' you as vords to that effect. The old rugs will vertising your Artesia alfalfa,
you
we
know,
the limit? The next thing
Tucumcari Sun.
may return the money to me, but the
tear-inthe courts will be ordering the
Best Investment.
papers I do not need. I trust that you
down of nartition walls in our big
vill rpplvp Knmp tn fliifl tiinp mill will
subFive
dollars
been
thousand
has
buildings and making the doorways scribed to
the stock of the Mesilla si notify me.
higher, so the ladies can go through
"Very truly yours.
without hitting the top of the door Valley Canning company up to date.
"JOHNSON W. MERRIHOUSE."
his
in
has
been
of
subscribed
shares
the
lofty
jl
frame and perhaps breaking
Mr. Pardon was glad to get the pa
$200 each by 25 people and $10,000
plume.
more is required. This only takes 5(V pers; but instead of returning the
web
do
Our auto manufacturers will
to take into consideration this move- subscribers and Is believed to be money he is sending Mr. Merrihouse
ment in favor of higher roofs in the easily possible and soon to be acconv a crate of fruit from this valley. Pardon says that he is now convinced
conveyances so that plumes will not plished. A canning factory is badly
Inasmuch as this court needed In this valley and will no doubt that they raise the right kind of peoiref ininred.
order came from Paris, we will follow bo one of the best investments anyone ple in Alabama.
suit over here, for we are very prone here can make, as, if rightly handled
CANNOT FIGURE IT OUT.
to en to Paris for our stvl.es. and the from 20 to :!0 per cent dividends can
Cloudcroft, N. M., July IS. There
be declared annually. Las"
gay town has given us Bome strange easily
is a little card on the wall at the
and wonderful productions in the slit Cruces Democrat,
cafe that reads "EONOTJOYD-iLOTI.- "
j Pavilion
skirt and other marvels.
They Cheer.
It causes much comment.
But there is another thing about
Kind words cheer us and help us many persons spending some minutes
this nlnme business.
The law oucht
to prohibit the wearing of them, any overcome the feeling of despondency in trying to figure it out. When they
and discouragement caused by sub- ask those who know they are told
way.
They mean the destruction of
bird life, except, the ostrich plume, and tracting the total sum of paper bills, "I told you once," hut some do not
it seems to iue that a law prohibiting rent, insurance, taxes, labor and var- seem to "catch."
Good rains fell here Monday and
the Rule nf liirri fpathprs and ninnies ious other expense accounts from the
would be far more just than one com gross receipts of our first six months' Tuesday which have settled the dust
We like the country and end made the temperature several depelling the raising of automobile business.
we like the people, and we will be grees cooler. We had quite a long
roofs to let the plumes in.
fcund in the future as in the past, spell of warm weather, or rather what
A Wise Move.
It seems to me that the annointinent striving to do what we can to make I'j warm for Cloudcroft, but the rains
of the committee having charge of an this place a better place, boosting the have broken this spell and Cloudcroft
architects' and builders' prize tor the country and laboring hard to support now la the Cloudcroft of old.
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The officers of this bank will be pleased at any time to advise customers regarding Investments ana to furnish them with high grade securities combining safety with satisfactory income return.
In touch with the financial and industrial situation as it is, and willing to give you the benefit of that knowledge when called upon would
it not be well to take advantage of that service?.

VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.

best plans submitted of buildings in
the Spanish style is a mighty' good
move, and one that is helpful along
those lines upon which the city planning board is working.
It. is the practical thing and brings
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Fishing in its prime. The Pecos River the best trout
stream in the Southwest. The Valley Ranch offers the
best accommodations and best location for fishing.
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EUGENE NADEAU, PROPRIETOR,

Former Master Mechanic
Sacramento Shaft, Biabee. Arizona,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, TT. M.
June 27, 1913.
Notice is hereby given that Elizabeth W. Probert, widow of William
H. Probert, Jr., of 619 Smith
St,
Schenectedy, N. Y., who, on January
12, 1911, made Homestead Entry No.
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Upon the correct answer to this
question will depend much of
the pleasure of your outing.
Why not avail yourself of the
assistance of the undersigned,
one of the Santa Fe's summer
tour specialists? His help will
cost you nothing, but you will
find it invaluable.

A

Sec. 19 Township

East, N. M. P. B. and
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make five year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described,
before U. S. Commissioner, John Alexander at Schenectady, N. Y., and
that ot her witnesses before the reg
ister and receiver, Santa Fe, N. M.,

20 North, Range 3

Where
Shall We
Go This
Summer?

on August 11, 1913.
Claimant names as witnesses:
E. M. Fenton, W. H. Kogers, Win- fred Bletcher, all of Jemez Springs,
N. M and W. Garnett, of Senorito,

N. M.

Why Not Visit
Colorado, Grand Canyon, California, the Northwest Chicago,
Adlrondacks, the Northern Lake
Regions, or the Atlantic Coast
Resorts this summer?

Information
about
Complete
summer fare and train service,
etc.,

tent

promptly,

FRANCISCO DELGADO,
Register.
H.

It will not pay you to waste yotn
time writing out your legil forma
when you get them already printed
at the New Mexican Printing

S.

If you

LUTZ,

SANTA

Agent,
3,

P

NEW MEXICO

FRIDAY, JULY

18,

SANTA F

1913.

AFTER
Summer Foods As
Cause of Dyspepsia
THE HOUSE

Many Also Get Diarrhoea What To
Do in Either Case.
Summer ought to be the months of
perfect health, but owiug to contaminated water and milk, unripe
fruit, germs and insects the average
of health is not good at this time of
the year. There is much Bkin trouble
flora acid fruits, and much dyspepsia
ai.d diarrhoea from cold foods and
ked beverages.

fruit for a lew days,
and by the use of mild laxative to
clean the bowels and tone the blood.'
corrected
The dyspepsia is likewise
l.y the use of a laxative that has comined w ith it the elements of a diges-- !
tve tonic. Hence the best remedy
te use is Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin,
Is a
which, as its name indicates,
pleasant laxative combined with the
virtues of pepsin, which we all know
ia the best cure for indigestion.
I'se Syrup Pepsin also for summer
diarrhoea. Avoid astringents, physics
and cathartics, as they are unnecesof good
harsh. Thousands
sarily
American families prefer Dr. Caldwell's
among them
Syrup Pepsin,
those of Mrs. W. A. Taylor, Heloit,

COL. MULHALL S

SOMETHING

-

"

WOMAN'S

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES

troubles

WANT S

Ul'HUAlW

ABOUT THE MAN

TAKES ATTEN-

-

golden medical Discovery

GARDNER.
C, July IS. A tie
Washington,
sire to discredit Col. Martin M. Mill-hall rather than to find out the truth
as to the hitter's charges appears to
animate the house lobby Inquiry. The
first step taken by Garrett and his
committee was to summon relatives
by marriage of Mulhall who might testify to his unconventional domestic

is to the delicate organs of the body. It's a tonic and body builder because it
stimulates the liver to vigorous action, assists the stomach to assimilate foodthus
enriching the blood, and the nerves and heart in turn are fed on pure rich blood.
For forty yenrs "Golden
Neuralgia "is the cry of starvod nerves for food."
Medical Discovery" in liquid form has given great satisfaction as a tonic and
blood maker.

GIL-SO-

j

'

Now it can be obtained in tablet form from dealers in medicine
t stamps for trial box. Write 11. V.Pierce, Buffalo.
or send 50 one-ce- n

Itn.

PIERCE'S

Lodge

No. 1, A. V. & A. M.
VOK HUNT
Furnished or umor
communiRegular
uished rooms. Call at New Stale Cife
cation flint Monday
of each mouth at
ROOMS FOR MKN Newly furnishat eo,
Masonic
Hall
light and airy, shower hath, use of
7:30.
'library. Mrs. A. K. V. Robinson, corner
R. R. PAUL, W. M.
Grant and Johnson. Phone -- TO J.
CHS. K. LIN.VEY, Secretary.
A good cook for much
W'ANTKD
Santa Fe Chapter No house. Permanent place. Appiy S.
1. R. A. M.
Regular
Nw Mexican, with references.
convocation
second
Monday of each month
For Sale A gentle reliahle family
at Musnnic Hall at horse with hiirnesH and two seated
7::;n p. m.
rig with top, $1!00. Frank Owen.
J. A. MASSIR,
H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAX,
FOR S A 1.10 Classy driver, buggy
Secretary.
and liarni sH. A bargain if taken at
once. See (Jill llioiuit or Thos. Doran
Santa Fe Cornnianflery at .Montezuma Hot").
No. 1, K. T. Regular
conclave fourth MonFOR RENT - Beautiful
new brick
day in each month at house, modern, S rooms, bath,
rangi:,
Masonic Hal) at 7:30
shades, nice yard, garage, finest loca- "'
r.f ..,.it..l Cull
t..... ...... 11,,. .,..
M. Kinsell.
W. E. GRIFFIN. Recorder.

DR. PIERCE'S

HIMSELF

Montezuma

A

THE

D.

l,y discontinuing

of my

MASONIC.

TION OF THE SENATE.

I5y

unci mtnui

white hair and wrinkled faces of our busy men and women tell
doubt, fear and anxiety more than disease or age. Worry plays
with the nervous system so that digestion is ruined and sleep
banished. What oil is to the friction of the delicate parts of an engine

WANTS TO KNOW

SUFFRAGE

am nn uld mint

never

RECORD
COMMITTEE

PAGE SEVEN

NEW MEXICAN

PELLETS

JKvlleve constipation, retaliate the liver,
and howelu.
Kiikv to lake as candy.

wis., who finds she can give it to her relations.
b;luy without causing cramps or pains,
It matters little to the public wheth-- j
SANTA FE WOULD DEED BIG
anj rrs- Vm. O. Richter. Clavville, er Mulha,l.l lives with one wife or seven
HOTEL TO Y. M. C, A.
Va., who considers it a laxative tonic or whether he was anxious to hold up
I.as Vegas, N. M., July IS. For the
absolutely unexcelled. They know of: the X. A. M. for a money price. The;
Then were showers and thunder- - I urpose of discussing the offer of the
ii.) pleasanter cure for
constipation, more important consideration has to
liver trouble,
summerido with the truth of the charges so storms on all sides of th city yester Santa Fe railway to deed to the Y. M.
indigestion.
(' A. its handsome property at the
diarrhoea, etc
The senate f t rain fell in the city proper. The
the family from infancy to old age. jl.er of Mulhall letters.
Vegas Hot bpnngs, a. meeting of
SITUATION WANTE- D- By compe-(Jq- .
Children like its taste. All druggists committee does well to hold to thi-- i highest temperature was s degrees tll(J citizens has been called for Fri-aSanta Fe Lodge, of Per.
tent,
experienced lady stenographer,
at
No.
the
14th
sell it at fifty cents and one dollar ajidea and let the house members help,
commercial
club
in
low-j('''veiling
fection
2:10
the afternoon, and the
i,
f
Jefferson .Kaynolds. The
at 2:10 in th afternoon, and tlri lowest I00lns
bottle, the latter being the family size,
gree. Ancient and AC. English and Spanish. Will go any-0e
where in New Mexico. Have own
Scottish Rite
Families wishing to try a free sam-- j Woman's suffrage is the daily
mean temperature for the day was "2 1,1:1,1 11" will tw discussed in detail. The
cpted
Free Masonry meets on machine. Will substitute for others
bottle can obtain it, postpaid byicurring order of business in the I'ni- - degrees, as compared with ;i II year correspondence leading up to the
Santa Fe's offer will be read. H will the third Monday of each mouth at iking vacation. Ability, New .Mexi- Bddressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 41S ted States senate. Joint resolution No. average of (ill degrees for Jul 17th.
1
' the suffrage resolution proposing
be show n that there are no "strings ' 7 : 30 o'clock in the evening in the New C in.
Washington St., Monticello, 111.
The humidity averaged 51)
to strike out the word "male" in the
to t,he proposition and It can be hand-- i Cathedral.
Rite Scottish
Visiting
for
was
rv
the
and
there
iittlc
day,
carWANTED Hail ruad bridge
qualifications of voters clause in the wind. The
led without difficulty from a financial Masons are cordially invited to attend.
low
temperature last night
Mexican
laborers for railconstitution of the l mted States. was
penters.
E.
C.
32'
ABBOTT,
Mr.
says
standpoint,
Itaynolds.
CI degrees and the low mark from
This has been recommended from th
Venerable Master. road work. All kinds of help waited
and furnished.
committee on woman's suffrage of the the other stations was as folhrvsCall, phone, or adCHAS. A. WHEELON, Secy.
The
Amarillo, (10; Bismarck, 51; Boise.
senate and is on the calendar.
HOTEL ARRIUALS.
dress Livesay and Caldwell, second
Moor,
first time it came up on July JO, Sen- !fi: Cheyenne, 52; Dodge Ciiv, oil;
Capital City Hank building.
P. O. E.
r,C; Flagstaff, 50; Grand June
Smashed His Horse.
pulled off a Btunt that few men ever ator John R. Thornton of Louisiana,
Santa Fe LodgeNo Phone 52 J.
Montezuma.
The tion, (10 ; Helena,
Kansas City, 78;
Some time during Wednesday night had done. He was injured at. his first objected to its consideration.
P. O. E,
460, B.
Lloyd T. King, Denver.
TYPEWRITERS
an extra train passed through town attempt to dive from a 75 foot ladder second time it came up the. objection l.os Angeles, 02; Modena. 5S; PhoeIts regular:
holdt
A. G. Heard and wife. Carlsbad.
Flort
circular tank of water. was made by Nathan P. Bryan of
(12;
nix, 70; Portland,
Pueblo, fit:
on the sec- Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. Nw
and struck P. T. Bell's ' horse and into a
iesion
Miss Mona Heard ami sister, Carls
oud
smashed him up badly. The horse He missed him aim and came down ida. The Woman's Congressional com- , Rapid City, 5S; Roseburg, 52: Ros- - bad.
and fourth Phitens furnished. Ribbons and
like a cat, falling on his wind on the mittee, as the lobby is called in Wah-inton- well, (i(i; Salt Lake, U; San Fran-Typewriters sold, exchcange;
v. ill die.
Kenna Record.
cf each I)lies
Mr. Miser, Carlsbad.
in a continuous Cisco, 50;
is engaged
1 1
edge of the galvanized iron tank. So
V
month
Spokane, 52; Tonopah. 5S;
ing 'an lfiIlted. Standard makes handled
R. Y. Park, Stanley.
great was tne impact or ins Dotty that champion to secure consideration for Winiiemuccn, 00.
brothers arc invit All repair work ana typewriters guarJust Gasoline.
F. C. Richmond. Savannah, Ga.
lieSanta Fe Typewriter
anteed.
ed
and welcome.
Officials of the San Luis Southern jit tore the riveting from the inch and suffrage by the house. They have
New
York.
Forecast.
Mary Sweeney,
Phone 231 W.
a quarter noop at the brim of
with a request for a committee on
pun
SunP.
EDWARD
DAV1ES,
Miss
Mahouey, Brooklyn.
railway passed through Questa
For Santa Fe and vicinity: Threat
The wonderful part of the ac suffrage.
Henry of Texas, chairman
Exalted Ruler,
Miss Wallace, Brooklyn,
day, headed for Taos. It is being said cident
A GREAT MONEY MAKBtR
to ening with local thunderstorms todeclined
has
of
rules
man
the
was
the
that
committee,
and
was,
up
C. H. WILSON
Hn
extenr
with the
tvioir. triulf Ima
louls
Rosenhach,
Albuquerque.
or
FOR AGENTS.
night
on
Saturday.
to
town
w
this
listen
arguments
subject
.1. K. Brown,
'j1
Las Vegas.
daVS " nothing
sion of the road from Jorosa south. j?b"t
Secretary
For New Mexico: Generally cloudy
The greatest, chance ever offered to
Other Demohad happened. Everybody expected to m.til next December.
L. Capt, Albuquerque.
F.
We are of the opinion that gasoline
local thunderstorms tonight or
t villi
hustlers for making money fast. One
crats are trying to beg off and to
attend his funeral the following day.
Santa
B. L. Lotz, St. Ixniis.
Fe Gamp can
had something to do with their stop
be sold in almost every home. At
consideration.
The women do Saturday.
Gallup
Independent.
W.
M.
a.
C.
S.
13514,
Paso.
McCurdy, El
at this pont. Questa Gazette.
a glance everybody gets a desire to
not see any necessity for postponeCondition.
Tuesmeets
lecond
L. R. Liphton, Denver.
use- ment, and a continuous campaign wil1
lav iifVi mntith o r have one. The price of this very
There has been a gradual movement
H. Short. City.
Just Curs.
SANTA FE GIRL
is to low that every family
tool
1111
. i. : ..
be waged from this time on.
.i
or high barometer from the north PaDe Vargas.
ciu meeting tuiiu- can afford to buy one. The Home
Billie Wregand has a flue $150 bull
IS DETAINED AT
at Firecific to the Dakotas and the plains reJohn G. North, Rio Arriba.
Tuesday
Colo.
dog which he calls Mike. She brought
Co., Antonito,
on
had
a
If
your
you
mortgage
man's Hall. Visit Novelty
A. G. McAllister, New York.
gion during the. last 24 hours, while a
a .litter of 8 pups and Billie had them
ALBUQUERQUE
to
run
was
for
which
five
house
years
welcome.
Victor
low
E.
New
York.
area of
ing neighbors
barometer remains
Baffrey,
sold at 825 apiece. The mother had
It will not pay you to waste your
and on which you were paying five slight
A. G. WHITTIER, Consul
in Arizona and New Mexico.
John J. Kinney, Denver.
Much
taken several big premiums and Billie. Thirteen-year-oltime writing out your legal forms
would you go down into the
Pauline
percent,
Archuleta
A.
P.
E.
ROBINSON, Clerk.
cloudiness is present in the central J. R. Ball, Espanohi.
figured he had $200 worth of young of Santa
when you can get them already printFe, is detained at the police market and see if you could replace southern
Dr. W. h. Brown.
Rocky Mountain region, with
Mexican
dogs, but they turned out to be curs station in
ed at the New
Printing
which
would
loan
a
this
mortgage
by
to
F. W. FARMER
Albuquerque, according
Horace Harper, El Pnso.
and Billie has no market for that
Company.
cost six per cent? No? Well, then, relative high temperatures, and light
Marthe
and
Julio
No.
Homestead
Herald,
Evening
Rod.
McDonald
and
Denver.
wife,
Cuervo
curs.
in
class of
showers
Clipper.
Arizona, northern New
tinez, leader of Miller's Carnival band, vou are not familiar with the art of
2879, Brother,
E. B. Cornell, Alamosa.
southern Nevada, Colorado
D. J. Adair, also with the carni- high finance. In high finance, that is Mexico,
and
hood of AmeriA. I,. Taylor, Alhuquerque.
and
Shot Genuine American Bird.
southeast
Conditions
Wyoming.
are held in jail pending an inves- what, is done. To show how the trick
can Yoemen.
C. H. Liebbe, Denver.
While out on a fishing trip Bob Mar- val,
continue
favorable
local
for
thunder
i:i
by Chief of Police McMillin. is worked on railroad stockholders
B.
If.
second
Meets
Thompson,
Clayton.
Sierra county tigation
in
tin shot a geniuen
this section over Saturday.
The Archuleta girl was taken into the purpose of a resolution passed by showers
s
W. C. Strickland, St. iMiis.
and fourth
American eagle that measured seven
Senaof
at
senate
the
the
instigation
afternoon at the reW. W. Epperson, Philadelphia.
of the
feet from tip to tip of wings. It is custodyof yesterday
W.
of
Nebraska
tor
Norris
NOTICE.
George
the Santa Fe police. Adair
quest
La Salle.
month at the
being mounted in El Paso and will was arrested later on a
into the proposed
I have this day Bold my stock
of
C. Shumaker. Alamosa.
charge of asking for an inquiryNew
Fireman's Hall.
George
have a spread of six feet. It may be
York Central genera merchandise at No. 304 San
O. L. Taylor, Stanley
H. Foreman. R. U Uaca,
having been instrumental in inducing bond issue of the
necessary to build on an addition to the child to leave Santa Fe. He told Railroad. The peculiar thing about Francisco street to Louis S. Lowitzkl
W. C. Coleman. Muskogee, Okla.
Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.
their residence to accommodate it.
a pretty straight story to the police, this bond issue is that the corporation who will conduct the business in fuD. L. Coleman, Muskogee, Okla.
to
which
loan
liillsboro Advocate.
call
a
is
in
proposing
but is being held for developments.
ture.
Santa Fe Lodge
J. C. Jones, Albuquerque.
Appell's ?!Wm'1
The young girl says that Adair wanted has nearly a hundred years to run ann (Signed) MRS. JENNIE LOWITZKI.
No. 2, Knights
John Galeah. Las Vegas.
of
?
cen.
Thrown From Wagon.
bears
at
which
interest
per
her to marry him and that she is
South
Pythia s meets
John and Frank Bowlin met with a willing to become his wife. Martinez and to replace it by a bond issue of
Second and
every
when
at four
African
very painful accident Monday,
is being held on a more serious charge approximately $167102,400,
Fourth Friday of
the wagon in which they were riding in connection with the affair and it is percent. The result would increase FIVE YEARS IN REFORMATORY
the month at 8
Water
to the head gate, struck a chuck hole,
some forty-si'
o'clock p. m.
likely that a warrant will be sworn the interest charge
throwing both out of the wagon and to in Santa Fe today charging him million dollars and, of course, this
Bag
in
R.
Meeting
between the wheels. One wheel struck with a statutory offense. The mother would be loaded onto the freights and
FOR SAKE OF MAN SHE LOVES
of P.
Hall over
efficient
Guaranteed 100
both of them, passing over the right of the Archuleta
from would become a tax on the consumer.
arrived
girl
Kaune's store.
take no substitute
hip of each man. Both have been lata Santa Fe last night.
Why should a road try to increase
All visiting
its interest rates instead of decreasing
up all the week but are expected to
The carnival management states them? The Interstate Commerce
'IT'S
Knights are most
Will positively keep watercool
com VON'T TESTIFY AGAINST MAN CHARGED WITH RUINING
be out In a few days. Ft. Sumner
I LOVE
that Martinez was not connected with mission,
(or 48 hours in the shade or
cordially invited.
HIM," SHE SAYO.
Leader.
on the Norris resoluacting
sun. Constructed on a simple
the shows but came here to join them. tion, will attempt to answer this quesA, P. HILL, C. C.
scientific principle. Will withREINGARDT. K. of R. and 3.
75 and 90 Percent.
tion.
stand the severest kind of field
of
Ute
Crocker
Park,
spent
George
use. Is a boon to the stockA GIRL REFORMS
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
Wednesday in this city and Thursday
man, surveyor, miner, farmer,
The most active lobbyist for the
j
2511,
holds
No.
its
LIKE
Lodge
A
COWBOY
regular
Ve
morning left for Raton and Las
prospector and traveler. Is
navigation interests, American and for- of
each
on
first
the
used
Thursday
meeting
by the U. S. Gov't. Is
gas, where he will buy a bunch oi
eign, is Eugene T. Chamberlain, Com
month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m.
durable light
and
cattle and trail them to the Moreno
official
18.
an
of
Sharon, Pa., July
Navigation,
Sending her missioner
convenient to carry.
Visiting brothers are invited and wel
Valley for summer feeding. He reports horse galloping to the side of a run of the department of commerce. This
'
come.
that the calf crop in the Moreno val- away steed and leaping to the back fact is respectfully called to the atten
FOR SALE BY ALL
ALA RID, President
BENITO
90
75
to
cent
this
will
average
per
ley
ot the maddened
animal, Frances tion of Secretary Redfield and PrcsiDEALERS EVERYWHERE
DAVID
GONZALES,
Secretary.
in
are
tine
the Heanly, of Weldon, probaly saved the 'dent Wilson in order that a man who
Cattle
year.
doing
Made by
valley and there is an abundance of live of B'rank Hanna, who was being will serve the seamen and the public
ODD FELLOWS,
feed on the range. Cimarron News.
Adam
dragged over the rough roads when may be placed in this position.
Water Bag Co.
Appell
O.
O.
No.
I.
P.
2,
m
wi
he became entangled in the harness.
Santa Fe Lodg
Portland, Oregon
Foot Crushed.
Government ownership of railroads
Hanna's horse became frightened
meets
regularly
in Alaska, which is embodied in the
Leo Ortiz, son of Mr. Santiago Or- and overturned the buggy. The
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
youth
tiz, met with a painful accident yes- was thrown out iu some manner be- Chamberlain as well as the Poindexter
in Odd Fellows Hull. Visiting broth- terday morning about 4:30 o'clock, came entangled in the reins. The bills, now pending in the senate, is
era always welcoma
while attending to his duties at the horse started down the road at a
being systematically blocked by the
serve special
Santa Fe coal chute, which resulted
gait. Miss Heanly, who was rid- coterie of senators who
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
is the crushing of his right foot at ing horseback, immediatly started in privilege. The first time the Chamthe Instep and necessitated his being pursuit of the other horse. After a berlain bill came up under the calentaken to the company hospital at La chase of about 100 yards she jumped dar, July 10, the man who refused
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
Junta for treatment. The foot was from her own horse to the back of unanimous consent was Senator Burton of Ohio. The next time, Senator
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
cccidentally caught under a heavy the other.
Bankhead of Alabama noted the ah
kver employed in the manipulation
Within a short time she had the sence of a
City Attorney.
and
conducted
quorum
of the coal dump, it will be several animal under control. The boy was
Bank Building,
Capital
City
to
until
the matter had
other delays
go
weeks before the Injured man will not seriouly hurt.
Rooms
F. R'V
A. T., &
over.
0 able to use
the crushed foot.
Santa Fe, New Mexico
1
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Raton Range.

On The Way.

Frank Staplin, one of the trustees
of the San Juan Basin Oil company,
and J. O. Noggle, expert driller, hava
completed the purchase of a drilling
outfit at Springfield, Mo. This out'
fit is now on the way to Farmlngton
where It will be freighted about 16
miles down the valley to a point
north of Fruitland in the Meadows.
(Here the San .Tuan Basin Oil company
has leased a large acreage, and will
put down the first well just as rapidly
as the rig can be put up. The well
will be cased from the beginning and
Mr. Noggle is confident that oil In pay.
ing quantity will be found in this first
hole. It is expected that drilling operations will begin by August 1st. Az-

THANKFUL LION
PURRS GRATITUDE

People not in favor of good roads
Jona
had better get discouraged.
than Bourne is on the job. He is
r
senatorial
chairman of a
committee, officially
designated to
consider this subject, and he is pegging away at his old publicity game.
The country had better make up its
mind to accept Jonathan Bourne's
good roads plan and be done with it
Jonathan never lets go of a bone after
he gets his teeth in it
left-ove-

Chester, Pa., July 18. The rare intelligence of a female lion, one of a
pair owned by Thomas Targreavss. a
Chester hotelman and showman, was
exhibited when Hargreaves, unassisted, lanced the upper right side gum of
the beast, after he had offered several
local veterinary surgeons handsome
fees to do the work.
Hargreaves called in Dr. D. W. Jeffries, president of select council and
a prominent Chester doctor, and had
him look at the lion's teeth while Hargreaves held her mouth open. Doctor Jeffries said the gum ought to be
lanced at once, as the Jion must be
almost frantic with pain.
tec Index.
"All right, doctor, do it right away,
will you?" Hargreaves reouested.
"No Tom, that is a little out of my
High Diver Fell.
Will Wardell, king of the air, high line," replied the phvsician . "But
diver. Are eater, did not perform any lere is a lance; do It." And Har
aerial wonders on July Fourth, but be greaves did.

i

The Democratic

majority in favor
of the administration's tariff bill Is
still intact. Senator Hitchcock, who
bolted the caucus, will not bolt the
CHRISTINE NEAL.
bill. Even if he should, the vote of
the vice president would be sufficient
Los Angeles, Calif., July 18. Noth- make me talk. Why, even my brothto give the bill a majority of one. Th-- i ing can force Christine Neal, 16, to ers and sisters have told me they
debate will probably last six weeks. testify against J. P. Hardigan, the man wouldn't speak to me again unless I
she says she loves, though he is testified against Mr. Hollingsworth,
It will not pay you to waste your charged with contributing to her de- but I don't care. A lot of this testitime wrting out your legal forms linquency, for which she must serve mony we girls have given is all a lie,
when you can get them already print fie years in the Whlttier reform anyway.
ed at the New Mexican Printing com school.
"But I don't like Dick Hollingspany.
"I'm willing to give up five years of worth the way I like Mr. Hardigan. 1
my life for Hardigan, because I love cp n't love more than one man at
him. I'll give five years of my life for once."
The girl looked down and smoothed
one of his any time. They can't keep
me In Whittier any longer than five her stylish gown with a whimsical
years, anyway, so I should not worry. smile.
"I wouldn't testify against Mr.
"Well," she concluded, "when I get
Hollingsworth just for spite. (Hoi- - out of Whittier, I guess all my clothes
lingsworth was charged jointly with will be out of style; that is, if I stav
Hardigan.) They made me mad by fiere five years. But I'm not going to
sending me to Whittier because 1 stay there five years. I'm going to
wouldn't tell ob a friend. They can't

For
Headache
Nervousness
and Backache due to disorders
ot Kidneys and Bladder
CAPITAL

PHARMACY.

-

j

0. W. PRICHARD,
Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
Practices in all the District Co'irti
and gives special attention to caset
before the State Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M
. Chas. R. Easley
EA'JLEY,
aw.
Attorneys-i- t
Practice in the Courts and tefors
Land Department.
band grants and titles examinee.
Santa Fe, N. ii.. branch Office,
cia, N. If.
Chas. F, Easley,
EASLEY

6V

Et

TIME TABLE
Effective January 1st,

1913.

Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to connect with No. 3 westbound and
No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.
m.

carries passengers to Albuquerque, locally, and to Pacific
Coast pointi.
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to connect with No. 1 westbound, and
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
"Cut-offwith
Albuquerque
train for Clovli and Per.oi Valley points.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.
No. 3

?

DR. W. HUME BROWN,

Dentist.
Ove? Spitz Jewelry Store,
Rooms 2, 2 and I.
Phone Red 6.
Office Hours 8 a. ra. to I .
And by Appointment

m.

C. C. GUNTER, M. D.,
PHYSICAN and SURGEON,

Rooms

18-1-

9

m.

Laughlin Bldg Calls

promply attended day or night.
1

HOTJESI
OFFICE!
2 to 4
7 to 8

to If a. m.,

p. m.,

p. m

It will not pay you to watte your
time writing out your legal formi
when you can get them already printed at the New Mexican Printing com

nan.

Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to connect with No. 7 westbound carrying El Paio sleeper, alio No.
4 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 8:35 p.
Leave Santi Fe 8:50 p. m. to connect with No. 8 eastbound, and
No. 9 westbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:30
a. m.

Call "Central" forTrain

Reports.
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F. ANDREWS
and Market.
Grocery, Bakery

Auto Delivery Every flour

Auto Deliver

!

v

Every Hour!

Another cap of that famous EMPRESS FLOUR. The best money
A coupon packed in every sack
good for valuable
premiums, and besides this we are going to give to the boy or girl under 15 years of age, who coMeits the most of these coupons up to
September 15th a $30.00 bicycle and to the next highest a watch.
Boys and girls get busy get your mother and your neighbors to
use EMPRESS FLOUR.

UP ROUTINE

ANDREWS

PhoneNo-- 4

OF

i

CAMP

THE

COLFAX COUNTY

FREE

AiLNIC

HYDRO-GRAPHI- C

j

ORDER

AND

PRECISION

MILITARY

MARK SECOND
DETAILED

Phone No. 4

REPORTFROM

TAKE DOCTORS WILL AID

MILITIAMEN

will buy, try it.

of floods, which occurred at 7 p. m. on
the 12th, the run-of- f over the drainage
area was "CO second feet per square
mile. There are very few data available on the flood flow of streams in
FLOOD
this section of the United States. A
rate of flow of 50 second feet per
square mile, over a drainage area ot
two or three hundred square miles, is
lather excessive, but not altogether
unusual. In September, 1904, the estimated maximum rate of discharge
DISTRICT ENGINEER GRAY OF
of the Purgatorie at Trinidad, with a
SURVEY, ISSUES INTER- drainage area of 712 square miles, was
61 second feet per square mile, and of
ON UNPRECEMEDICAL
ESTING
REPORT
COUNT
AT SANTA
FE
the Mora river, in the northern part
RICO of this state, with a drainage area
DENTED
LAST NIGHT
FLOODS IN CHICO
MEETING
SOCIETY
lot 422 square miles, 66 second feet per
ENDORSE
CREEK DURING JUNE.
PHYSICIANS
St;uare mile. There are any number of
LOCAL
eastern streams where a flood flow as
WOMANS CLUB MOVEMENT AND
great as 150 second feet per square
linile is on record, but a flow of this
WATER TO IRRIGATE 900
VOLUNTEER THEIR SERVICES.
size, in New Mexico, is considered a
.
,
ACRES 30 TIMES WASTED very heavy

OFFICIAL.

OFFICIAL.

OFFICIAL.

DAY

CF

DAILY

ENCAMPMENT--

PROGRAM

IS ANNOUNCED.

FRIDAY JULY 24TH

1913.

Best Assorted Line ot
Embroidery

Floss

in

White

and Colors, both in Silk and Cotton; also Crochet Cotton. D. M.
C., Royal Society, and Princess
Linen, Art Center,
Stamped
pieces, Scarfs, etc.

MI5SA.MUGLER
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.

HACK No. O.
Always at the Plaza,
FACUNDO ORTIZ, OWNER

run-off-

Driver, Celso Ortiz.

DAY THREE NEW MEMBERS

Water Application Filed.
Courteous and Prompt TreatWater application No. 788 has been
District Engineer Glenn A. Gray
ADDED TO LOCAL SOCIETY fvnin iatu irnthpred hv EllElneer .1. E filed in the state engineer's office by ment Accorded All.
Le
Antonio
Deutschmaun,
Las Vegas, X. M., July IS. Neatly
Pnimra hna tnst issued the following LOUIS
and Alvino Le Blanc. They ask
Blanc
offin
flnml
rows
khaki
..o.
of
the
tents,
arranged
The Santa Fe County Medical asso'to appropriate two second feet from M ELLEN'S RESIGNATION
icers seated about their quarters or
f.i.v nH TTninn PmtlPB during
not
with every member but one June.'
ciation,
ACCEPTED BY DIRECTORS.
of
to
command
troops,
squars
The amount of water which 'the south side of the Mora river,
giving
irom wairous ior uie irrigaiiuu
soldiers armed with rilles walking the piesent, last night at the Sanitarium, ran down the Chico ninn r.repk flnr- listened to an interesting paper by Dr.
of 150 acres of land.
S.
New York, July 18. Charles
guard, orderjies on horseback riding in V.
ing the period from the 9th to the
L. Brown, of Espnnolu, on
ail directions, and the American flag
Mellen's resignation as president of
14th of June would have irrigated 900
in
Dr. Brown discussed
Notaries Named.
the New York, New Haven and Hartacres thirty times, allowing a foot of
floating in the breeze, combined this
Notaries have been appointed
The report
by ford railroad was accepted by the
morning to make Camp McDonald, the plain terms the relation of the mind water at each irrigation.
Governor McDonald since the last directors this afternoon.
location of the annual encampment of over the body, and deducted the fact is as follows:
the First Regiment, New Mexico Na that there is no denying that a certain
published list as follows:
flood
Chico
on
The resignation is to be effective
Since the disastrous
L. C. White, Raton.
tional Guards, take on the appearance relationship does exist, and that to llico creek and surrounding streams,
on
the appointment of his successor,
a certain extent the mind can inWillis Ford, Iloswell.
of genuine military activity.
consider-dblselection was left in the hands
been
whose
has
there
last
month,
fiuenee the body, but did not recog- John K. Darnell, Portales.
of a special committee.
to the amount of water
as
Despite the fact that the trocps
inquiry
A. W. Varney, Corona.
did not arrive until late Wednesday nize a sufficient bond between the twe which passed points in these drainconvert either himself or Lis audiCarlos K. Trujillo, Bueyeros.
made
be
will
PEARY'S SEALING SHIP
Much
afternoon, there was ro evidence of l"
speculation
ages.
Ray M- Case, Deming.
GOING TO AID DIANA.
the
disorder or apparent hasty throwing ence into Christian Scientists.
which
water
as to the amount of
Juan C. Martinez, North Des Moines. ""New- - York"
as
Following his paper, the doctors dis- streams carried, but inasmuch
up of the tents and equipment. EveryJuly 18. The"seallng
Antonio F. Chaves, Roy.
thing was in orderly condition, just cussed extensively the proposed free some reliable data on the Chico Rico
used by Comformerly
Erik,
ship
M.
L.
Fletcher,
Hope.
as though the camp had been estab- ciinia for which the Woman's club is creek was obtained through the state
is being prepared at
mander
Peary,
lished for weeks and discipline had working. The general opinion among hydrographer, John E. Powers, these
St. Johns, N. F., to go to the aid of
Appointed on Mounted Police.
been in vogue for many days.. '
the doctors was that they were will- estimates are considered much better
the steamer Diana, which went ashore
Rafael Gomez, former city marshal in Belle isle strait with the MacMil-laCamp routine was begun last night ing to back this movement in every than the customary data generally
of Santa Fe, and before that time a
according to orders posted Thursday possible way along the lines it is be taken at such a time.
expedition on board. The Erik is
member of the mounted police, has a
morning by Adjutant King. The sol- lt g projected that is, a free clinic
ship that the Diana, and will
During the week ending June 14th
larger
on thi mounted podiers are called from their slumbers p.nd dispensary for the worthy poor, a very general rain fell over the north- been
be ready to sail within a
probably
each morning at 5:40 o'clock. Setting-u- especially mothers and children.
It eastern part of the state. A large lice force by Governor McDonald. W. week.
drills, squad drills and other acti- is very probable that the doctors will portion of the precipitation fell be- T. Riley is also named as a member
vities keep the soldiers busily engaged volunteer at the rate of two a month, tween 10 p. m., of the 8th, and 10 p. of the mounted police.
STATEMENT
until 10:45 o'clock. Taps is sounded to be on hand at the clinic,, one one m. of the 12th. The United States
of
'at 11 o'clock at night. Guard mount day and the other the next, during the weather bureau reported 1.46 inches Albuquerque Company Incorporates.
INSURANCE COMPANY
- FIREMEN'S
Barfor
the
will occur each evening at 6 o'clock. comparatively small portion of the of rainfall at Raton on the 8th, 3.12
Incorporation papers
of Newark, New Jersey.
On Sunday afternoon there will be a Cay the clinic would be open.
inches on the 10th, 1.30 inches on the inett Amusement company of AibuquerIn
en
Hardware.
Everything
regimental parade. Before the
it w;is brought out that the mem- lltli and .65 of an inch on the 12th, que were filed today with the state
January 1, 1913.
The agent
campment is ended the soldiers will be bers of the child's welfare
a total of 6.53 inches of rain- corporation commission.
making
$1,000,000.00
Stock
V
Capital
.
WICKHAM.
department
H.
LUDWM WM. ILFELD.
required to don heavy marching equip- of the Woman's club and many other fall from the 8th to the 14th of June; for the new firm is Joe Barnett. The Total Assets
6,836,778.79
$100,-00of
a
stock
has
ment and hike to some spot in the
company
capital
at
Lake Alice,
2,723,239.49
members of the club, not connected 4.06 inches of rain fell
Net Surplus
It
starts
into
divided
shares.
$100
Gallinas canyon where camp will be
5.83
with that department, were working 3.52 inches &t Johnson park and
Surplus to Policy Holders 3,723,239.49
pitched for the night. The soldiers very hard to
inches at Dawson during this period. business with $10,000 paid in, of which
Marron & Hall, Agents.
establish
this
clinic.
The
98
com
holds
amount
shares
and
will carry their "dog tents"
Joe Barnett
The precipitation was not excessive
musical
next
Miss
Friday
night
by
plete camping paraphernalia, and will Concannon and Mrs. Pierce-Winat Elizabethtown and Cimarron, al- J. L. and H. E. Sherman, one share
Report of the Mutual Building and
beeach. The company will conduct movCimspend the night in the canyon.
Loan Association of Santa Fe, New
for the purpose of raising funds though 2.60 inches of rain fell at
ing
amuseother
and
public
east
picture
ing
said
the First lor this work.
arron on the 10th. The country
Adjutant Genera,! King
Mexico.
of Raton did not have the heavy rain ment places.
Regiment band would likely furnish
JanFor six months commencing
New
members
were
who
admitted which occurred in and around Raton.
a concert every evening after supper
and
1st,
1913,
July
3STOW
1st,
ending
uary
to
las't
the
Stolen.
Horses
.society
as soon as the routine is fully begun.
night were Dr. The rainfall at Folsoni during Ibis
The mounted police headquarters 1913:
For Thursday Captain Phillip E. Ounter, of this city, and Dr. E. F. series of rains was 1.64 inches.
Resources.
Dessauer of Company A, Las Cruces, Weideranders and Dr. Dora WeiderAn automatic gage is maintained on have received the following card from
$57,907.38
of Torrance Loans on real estate
was officer of the day, while Lieuten- anders, his wife, both of Estancia, Chico Rico creek, at the St. LouiS: Julius Meyer, sheriff
i Loans on collateral
1,335.00
security
who
the
was
same
of
the
joined
Santa Fe county so- Rocky Mountain and Pacific railway
ant Baker
company,
81.27
Arrest mis Man: description Age, Cash . :.
The company ciety because no Torrance county so- bridge, in Sec. 28, T. 30 N., R. 24 E.,
officer of the guard.
ten miles southeast of Raton above about 3) years: weight about ISO lbs.,
system of guard duty has been adopted ciety has as yet been organized.
Total resources
$59,323.63
inches:
this year.
the confluence with Raton and Unalheisht about 5 feet 8 or
Liabilities.
name
the
descomplected;
going
by
light
next
of
has
been
week
been
has
This
W. Q. SARGENT, Proprietor.
del
creeks.
Gato
Friday
gage
$45,440.00
Left Thiran, N. ST., on llnstallment stock
A. S. A COUSIN
ignated by Adjutant General
agreement of Journlgan.
OF ANDRES operated by a
fol- Surplus
1,234.05
as
E.
Abbolt
C.
and
Colonel
Brookes
between the state of New Mexico and the 10th of JuJ,v, 1913. driving the
W. ri. MENDENHALL, Business Manager.
6,149.60
On this occasion
"Governor's Day."
the United States geological survey lowing described rig: Bay horse brand- Dividends unpaid
Box-on left thigh, R on left Jaw; Bills payable ...
6,500.00
CALLES KILLED
Governor William C. McDonald, acsince July 29th, 1910. At. 6:30 p. m., ed
on left thigh,
companied by his staff, will visit the
June 9th, this gage started to register gray horse branded S
$59,323.63
Total liabilites
The De Vargas will be remodelled in the Spanish style and
camp and review the troops. In the
a rise which continued until 11 p. m. to a black buggy. If found arrest and
will
Club
the
Commercial
of the 9th, when a stage of 10.20 feet notify the sheriff's office at Estancia, STATE OF NEW MEXICO, )
evening
JULIAN CALLES KILLED AT SILVER
also
and
CITY
freshly painted
newly furnished throughout;
dis- New Mexico. Wire any information at
)ss.
The maximum
was recorded.
give a dance in its handsome quarters
Julius Meyer, Sheriff.
MONDAY
my
)
WAS RELATIVE
in honor of the governor and the ofOF LIFE charge of this flood, which was comCounty of Santa Fe
papered. Many private baths and all the comWith.
Not
Law
MexComplied
ficers of the First Infantry, New
Frank Owen, president, and R. J.
from the slope and cross section
PRISONER
WHO
WAS BROUGHT
hotel.
TO puted
forts of a first-claAlthough the new law regarding Crichton, secretary, of the Mutual
ico National Guard. It is likely also
of the stream, at this point was ap45
within
PENITENTIARY
days Building & Loan Association of Santa
that tlie executive will be guest of
YESTERDAY
second
feet. A taxation provides that
FROM proximately
5,100
honor at a military dinner to be serv
flood stage was maintained on the after June 1st of each year, the coun- Fe, N. M., a corporation organized unARIZONA.
ty collector shall publish once each der the laws of the Territory, now
ed at the camp, if present plans are
10th, the average discharge for twenty-fcarried out.
our
hours being 2,800 sec. feet. At week for four consecutive weeks a State, of New Mexico, upon oath duly
Julian Calles, a 'first cousin of An- 11 a. m. on the 11th, a second flood notice of hte intention to sell at pub- sworn, for himself deposeth and says,
Secretary W. Hugh Stark, of the
lic sale, property against which delinCommercial Club has set about mak- dres Calles, the life
that the above and foregoing stateprisoner in the passed the gage which reached a
ing plans for the dance and reception. New Mexico penitentiary, who was stage of 10.8 feet, or a discharge of quent taxes are assessed, no such no- ment of the resources and liabilities of
in
tice has been published
this couna brought back to this
He Intends to make this function
named association at the
city yesterday 5,700 sec. feet. The mean discharge
It is said by those who have been the above
most brilliant one. Las Vegas society from Arizona, was
killed at for the 11th was 3,450 sec. feet. Two ty
close of business July 1, 1913, is corinstantly
45
and
the
the
matter,'
watching
will turn out in force to meet the Silver City this week
day
according to a floods occurred on the 12th. The first has now passed, expiring on July 15. rect and true.
officers and renew acquaintances with report received
FRANK OWEN,
by the mounted po- one at 7 a. m. reached a gage height Just what effect this
will have on any
the governor of New Mexico.
lice. According to the story
of 10.3 feet, or 5,200 sec. feet, and the
President.
printed
1912
sold
for
tax
taxes
certificates
the
in the Silver City Independent Julian second one at 7 p. m. reached a gage
R. J. CRICHTON,
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
is problematical and a matter that
11.2
or
sec.
of
6,100
feet
feet,
Calles, aged 22, was shot and almost height
(SEAL.)
Secretary.
will probably have to be settled in
instantly killed at 9:30 Tuesday This discharge of 6,100 sec. feet filled the courts.
Subscribed and sworn to before me
who
have
Those
i'.FaLFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, f ardeo & field seeds in bulk and packages
studied
morning near his home about three the creek bed from bank to bank.
this 16th day of July, A. D., 1913.
blocks east of the Armory on Broad- After the maximum height of 11.2 feet the matter say that it is certain to
W. E. GRIFFIN,
18. The advance
New
York,
on
cast
cloud
a
tax
of
the
July
Fe
any
validity
The only exclusive grain house in Santa
Pablo Ybarra ,a youth of about was reached the creek gradually fell
in stocks of the earlier part of the way.
Notary Public.
17 years, is charged with the shoot- to its low water stage of 1.7 feet. .This certificates sold by Santa Fe county
week, interrupted yesterday was conMy commission
of this year, as providJuly 19,
expires
during
August
on
was
18th.
reached
the
and
the weapon used was a
1913.
tinued today and speculative senti- ing,
in the new law.
for
ed
mean
Chico
The
of
the
Winchester rifle. There were probdischarge
Phone Black ment was more cheerful although ably a dozen eye witnesses
Puone Black
to the Rico creek from the 9th to the 14th
there were so many factors in the
crime, including the boy's mother, his was 2310 second feet. It is estimated
45
45
general situation calculated to make wife and
two children,
and other that 27,000 acre feet of water passed
for conservatism that traders were
the gage during this period of floods.
members of his family.
to
heavcommit
themselves
BARGAINS IN CITY PROPERTY
unwilling
Eye witnesses of the shooting de- This amount of water, if properly stora
Cable
advices
indicated
that
ily.
in
900
acres
ed
would
cover
reservoirs,
that from the time young Ybarbetter feeling prevailed in the princi- clare
ra came out of his house with the of laud to a depth of one foot thirty
pal European centers and there was rifle in
e
16 Room Modern
House, Fine Shade, (Three
his hands not a. word was times, or maintain a flow of 450 sec
some buying here for foreign account.
ond feet during a
month.
Compartments).
spoken.
,
Calles,
with
Quinti-narLosara
Steel was the most conspicuous
4 Room Frame House, 21S Feet Front, Fine Fruit and Shade
The drainage area of the Chico Rico
Jose Garcia, and two others were
stock in this market, and the bouyant
creek above the gaging station, as
Trees.
manner in which it rose suggested in a group and were on their way to- measured from the
U. S. Geological
5 Room Modern Bungalow, .with out buildings.
ward the home of CalleB, which was
that the shorts were being brought not
All of the above are rented and paying good Interest on investmaps, is 84 square jmles. The
Survey
feet
In
fifty
the
away.
stood
yard
cover.
The
to
reactionary tendency his wife and two children.
rainfall at Raton, from the 8th to
can make terms to suit purchaser.
ment,
Ybarra
which developed after the opening discould not have
FOR flENT Beautiful new brick house, modern,
8 rooms,
more than 100 the 14th was 6.53 inohes. It is a well
appeared and in the last part of the feet distant. His been
bath, range, shades, nice yard, garage, finest location, southeast
first shot missed the known fact that the rainfall increases
forenoon, rose strongly again. Gains entire
corner Capitol, will make long lease.
group, but the second struck with the altitude, varying according
of 1 to 2 points were made by virtu-- I
Calles in the left side, just above the to the locality and type of drainage.
of
the
all
important stocks,
ally
heart, severing the aorta and caus- From records which have been mainGEO. M. KINSELL, SANTA FE, N. M.
Bonds were firm.
tained along these lines an increase
ing almost instant death.
note-Extreme dullness was the only
j
115 East De Vargas Street.
of
Phone 2i J.
one inch
for 300 feet rise
Ybarra, Quintinar, Garcia and
worthy feature of the noon hour. Ac
in altitude has been selected as appliwere
tive issues showed some inclination
promptly taken into cus cable to the Chico Rico
With
to yield fractional while California tody by the officers. As near as can the Raton rainfall as a drainage.
basis, the pre
be
learned,
the
motive
to
new
fell
of
a
low
record.
the
crime
petroleum
over the drainage will range
The midday dip in prices failed to was a desire on the part of Ybarra cipitation
from 8 to 10 inches thiough this peto
even
get
with
out
bunch
increased
the
who were riod. A
offerings and lit
bring
large portion of the Chico
tle headway was made on the down- in a party that
Rico drainage lies cut. I of Raton, and
him
a
severe beating up Saturday borders
ward swing. As the last hour
that part of the state whore
new buying orders were out. night.
the rainfall was lighter than at Raton.
list
advanced
The
slowly
again,
s
About
of the drainage is
'There's a good "-garden where there are good
No Report at
nearly reaching a level with the days
Headquarters.
classed as mountainous over which a
tools
No
garden
high figures.
report has been received at the heavier rainfall occurred than at
A smooth lawn, well cut anc. trimmed, adds to both the beauty
The market closed steady. Highest office of the mounted police regarding
Taking these facts into considert
and value of a residence. A
prices of the day were reached In the the killing of the U. S. mail carrier ation, it has been assumed that an 1 THE CLARENDON GARDEN
garden not only yields better
Phone 12.
li st hour.
but is a delight to the eye. In ycur Reliable Hardware Store's line
Although there was no by Mexican rebels near Columbus, average of 8 inches of rain fell in the
of tools for lawn and garden, will be found every implement needed
heavy buying such as characterized N. M., as reported in yesterday's Al- drainage. This gives u fall of about
the morning trading, stocks found a buquerque Journal. It is true that 18.6 millions of cubic feet of water per
by landscape and kitchen gardeners to produce the best results with
the greatest economy of time arc" labor. They add to the pleasure of
ready market at slowly advancing Mounted Policeman John A. Beal has square mile, or 427 acre feet per sq.
been sent to Columbus, but it was mile, Under this
the amateur and lighten the task of the business user.
prices.
assumption, approxlawn and garden,
Yours for a well-keSteel, Reading and Union Pacific stated at headquarters this morning imately 36,000 acre feet of water fell
gained two points or more each and his trip had nothing to do with the on the drainage. 27,000 acre feet was
PHONE 85 MAIN.
Profit taking in report in question. ,
estimated at the gaging station, which
Amalgamated 1
iYour
the last few minutes scaled down the
shows that about seventy-fiv- e
THE HOME OF THE "HARDWARE MAN."
per
WHOLESALE
What Arizona Lost.
cent of the precipitation was carried
leaders fractionally.
AND
Arizona missed a visit from one of away in the Chico Rico creek.
For
New Mexico's most noted peace off- a rolling prairie country this relation
PRESIDENT NOMINATES
SWASTIKA LUMP
FACTORY WOOl
would be
MINISTER TO ECUADOR. icers, when an automobile
accident of the rainfall to run-of- t
SAWED
WOOD
LUMP
CERRILLOS
laid up Capt. Fred Fornoff so he could
but for the drainage such as
STEAM
WOOD
COAL
CORD
Washington, D. C, July 18. Presi- not go to Nogales after Andres Calles, the Chico Rico, which would be condent Wilson today sent to the senate says the Tucson Star, and that paper sidered mountainous, this value is
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL 5IZE5.
the nomination of Charles S. Hartman then proceeds to hand the captain a thought to be nearly correct.
Montezuma
Arenue, near A T- - & S. F. Railroad Depot
ot Montana, as minister to Ecuador.
During the maximum of this series
large sized bouquet.;
WILL BE GOVERNOR'S

,HtMi

IEBinII

Psycho-Therapeutic-

e

We have an expert
Plumber to attend to
your plumbing promptly and at a reasonable
price. Phone Main 83

n

p

Santa Fe Hardware

& Supply Co.

n

It wasThe Palace Hotel,
IT IS

THE DE VARGAS

ss

in

WHOLESALE

AND

RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

WALL STREET.

30-3-

LEO HERSCH

Brick-Adob-

y

three-fourth-

Ra-to-

Boston and Table Ferns.

well-kep-

CAPITAL COAL YARD
ft

Reliable Hardware Store.

goal

-

retail
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